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 PLAY 
 SCRAMBLE 

 Welcome to this 
 week’s  Trends 
 Journal  : Play 
 SCRAMBLE. 
 Unscramble the 

 letters to form a word meaning foolish or 
 stupid: OMICRON = MORONIC 

 Yes, the Omicron is Moronic. Last week, 
 when just one case was reported in the 
 United States, a nation of 333 million 
 people, the equity markets tanked. 

 And with just seven cases in New York 
 State, the clown playing Mayor of New 
 York City instituted a range of COVID 
 mandates that include forcing all private 
 businesses to vax their employees and 
 prohibiting children ages 5 to 11 from 
 entering restaurants, cinemas and other 
 businesses unless they are fully inoculated 
 with the Operation Warp Speed jab. 

 Across the globe it’s the same story with 
 variations on the lockdowns, travel 
 restrictions, must get vaxxed or no 
 freedom mandates. Yet, equity markets 
 keep rising as though it’s business as 
 usual. 

 From the Metaverse to Cryptocurrencies, 
 from Survivalism to Technocracy—and 
 across the socioeconomic and geopolitical 
 spectrum—your  Trends Journal  is 
 jam-packed with trends, analyses and 
 forecasts that will guide you into the 
 future. 

 And it will be a wild ride into the future. 

 Sincerely, 

 Gerald Celente and the Trends Journal 
 Team 

 COMMENTS 

 HOMELESSNESS & THE CELENTE 
 SOLUTION 
 That is such a simple and workable 
 solution that the only way it will be 
 adopted is if we have another revolution 
 in this country. It needn’t be a violent 
 revolution, just organized. The people of 
 Slavelandia must rise up and force 
 changes to this horribly corrupt system. 
 The criminals think they are immune to 
 justice. Hopefully we can change it before 
 it’s too late. I won’t hold my breath. 

 Gregory Clark 

 SELF-SUFFICIENCY IN A COMMAND & 
 CONTROL WORLD 
 Whilst in ‘the West’ our corporate 
 governments will be doing everything in 
 their power to undermine personal self 
 sufficiency at the same time as 
 engineering mass dependency on their 
 centralised systems of control and 
 coercion. 

 roksteady 

 DRAGFLATION THE ROAD TO OWNING 
 NOTHING 
 “You will own nothing and be Happy” 
 — Klaus Schwab, WEF 

 If you wondered how they were going to 
 get us there, wonder no more. Everything 
 will be too expensive for the average serf. 
 Renting is the Elite’s surest path to lifelong 
 income streams from people who will 
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 have almost no options to do anything 
 else. 

 Buck Fiden 

 VAX WARS 
 I am retired living in the suburbs of New 
 York city and can no longer travel into the 
 city to see a show because I am not 
 vaccinated. I don’t care for either major 
 political party and will vote for any 
 candidate short of a Nazi or confederate 
 who opposes mandates. 

 When in your lifetime have you ever had 
 to take multiple vaccinations within a year 
 for the same issue? Our natural immune 
 systems are becoming vaccine addicted. 
 Gerald is right, these big pharma 
 Companies are nothing but Drug dealers. 
 Beware! I never voted for the WEF. 

 Ismael Quinones 

 UK DEATH TRAP 
 Here in the UK one brave Funeral director 
 has now given a very vivid picture of 
 what’s going on behind the Scenes. He 
 tells of how unusual amounts of OAPs (Old 
 Age Pensioners) were suddenly dying, in 
 the nursing homes purposely sent there to 
 be murdered with drugs . Then there was 
 a lull until the Vaccines started. This is 
 where his story became very emotional 
 for him, as he explained how it was the 
 “Vaccine” and NOT a variant of the 
 invisible virus, that became the next killer. 

 He stated that people of all ages were 
 falling victim to vaccine murder, and he’s 
 in a position to know. So make no mistake 
 these vaccines are killer shots proven to 
 (info suppressed), weaken the immune 
 system in anyone who takes them. So 

 whenever you hear NEW VARIANT know it 
 to be the vaccines vaccine. Educate 
 yourselves good people. If those things 
 really worked no-one would need any 
 pressure to take it. It would speak for 
 itself. People have lost some of their way 
 only because we are told to worship 
 MONEY instead of ourselves and god 
 alone! No-one dies, we all pass along a 
 process, and if you knowingly killed 
 another human being, for a novel gain, 
 then your better try to mend your ways. 

 ZEBB 

 LOW TECH VS. HEAVY HAND 
 It sounds great to simplify the cars but a 
 lot of these features are mandated by the 
 government like tire pressure sensors 
 which came from the Bridgestone/ Ford 
 Explorer issues back in the late 90s/ early 
 2000s. It would be nice to allow 
 companies to make low tech cars but the 
 bigs want these regulations in place to 
 prevent startups and smaller companies 
 from succeeding. 

 Jay H. 

 WORTH HIS WEIGHT IN GOLD? 
 Gerald Celente rocks and he’s an 
 American treasure. 

 John Lear-Phillips 

 Happy Birthday Gerald Live Long and 
 Keep Peace alive. 

 William Mittelman 

 Click  here  to support the TJ by using our 
 links for products and services 
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 TRENDS ON THE U.S. ECONOMIC 
 FRONT 

 MARKET OVERVIEW 

 JITTERS BUG U.S. MARKETS’ FIRST WEEK OF DECEMBER 

 U.S. markets began December with a broad tech-sector sell-off and bond yields 
 plummeting as steeply as they did during the early days of the COVID War. 

 Still digesting news that the U.S. Federal Reserve will begin closing down its 
 $120-billion monthly bond-buying program, investors learned that the program 
 might end even sooner than the mid-2022 timeframe that the Fed had projected 
 earlier (see related story in this issue). 

 When the program ends, the Fed will raise interest rates, the central bank has all 
 but promised. 
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 As we have forecast, when the Fed’s splurge of cheap money dries up, so too 
 will the artificially propped up equity markets and the economy. 

 Last week, the word on The Street was the money junkie gamblers, i.e., 
 “investors,” are also leery of inflation’s long-term impact on an already unsteady 
 economic recovery, highlighted by November’s feeble jobs report showing the 
 economy created only 210,000 new payroll slots, less than half of the 573,000 
 analysts had expected (see related story in this issue). 

 As a result, investors pivoted to bonds, driving yields on 10-year treasury notes 
 below 1.4 percent for the first time in almost three months. 

 “Fixed-income markets are moving in the opposite direction of what everyone’s 
 monetary policy expectations are,” chief investment officer Jason Pride at 
 Glenmede told  The Wall Street Journal.  “There’s a hint  of the market being 
 scared of a Fed mistake,” he said. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Equity markets have been lounging  on cheap money and 
 easy credit since the Great Recession. 

 The market’s reaction to the ending of the Fed’s bond-buying spree validates our 
 forecast that we have often repeated: when the Fed takes away the crutches, 
 equity markets will drop and the U.S. economy will slow. 

 OMICRON VARIANT RATTLES MARKETS 

 On 1 December, U.S. equity markets 
 retreated on news that the first case of the 
 COVID virus’s Omicron variant had 
 appeared in the U.S. 
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 The Dow shed 461 points on the day, about 1.3 percent. The NASDAQ had 
 gained 1.8 percent earlier in the day but gave it all back by the market’s close. 

 The Standard & Poor’s 500 index slid 1.2 percent, closing below its 50-day 
 moving average for the first time since 13 October. 

 All 11 sectors in the index lost at least 1 percent. Stock values in consumer 
 staples, communications, financial services, manufacturing, and materials all 
 shrank at least 2 percent. 

 Despite more intrusive lockdowns, vax mandates and travel restrictions being 
 imposed across the globe, the attitude on The Street was that “investors” and 
 portfolio managers do not expect Omicron to derail the economy. However, they 
 did bail out of speculative stock sectors and more into growth stocks while the 
 variant’s threat is more fully assessed. 

 However, with P/E ratios near record highs the pullback also raised concerns 
 that the Dow, Nasdaq and Russell 2000 are overvalued. And in the current era of 
 “trading” market players jump into “crowded trades”, often steered by business 
 media hype and social media campaigns, then sell in unison when news makes 
 the stock less attractive. 

 And with profits from the booming markets filling investors and money managers 
 pockets, they bailed out of equity markets to hold great gains the markets have 
 returned this year. 

 The NASDAQ and S&P have swelled 20 percent to date in 2021. Full-year profits 
 for S&P-listed companies could average 40 percent, according to the  WSJ  . 

 The first U.S. Omicron case was found in California, but had already been 
 detected in 23 countries after first being identified in South Africa last month. 

 It has since been confirmed in Minnesota, New York, and other states. 
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 Travel stocks tanked, with American Airlines losing 8 percent, Delta Air Lines 
 down 7.3 percent, United Airlines giving up 7.5 percent, and plane maker Boeing 
 off 4.8 percent. 

 Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings sank 8.8 percent and Carnival 7 percent; Wynn 
 Resorts lost 6.1 percent; Hilton Worldwide Holdings 3.8 percent. The small-cap 
 Russell 2000 index shrank by 2.3 percent on the day. 
 Brent crude, the world’s oil pricing standard, has fallen from more than $84 a 
 barrel on 9 November to barely above $65 on 1 December, ending the 
 commodity’s worst month since March 2020. 

 It has since edged up, closing above $70 a barrel on 6 December. 
 Markets also fell after U.S. Federal Reserve front man,Jerome Powell, said in 30 
 November testimony before Congress that the Fed might end its monthly bond 
 purchases sooner than mid-2022, the end date the central bank had previously 
 indicated (see related story in this issue). 

 November proved to be a volatile month for equities. The Dow lost 2.8 percent 
 over the month, the S&P 0.8 percent, but the NASDAQ edged up 0.25 percent. 

 The Russell 2000, heavy with small-cap stocks sensitive to fluctuations in the 
 economy and investors’ intuitions about it, slid 4.8 percent. 

 In Europe, the Stoxx 600 index slipped 0.6 percent on Friday. 

 In Asia, the Shanghai Composite Index rose 0.9 percent, Japan’s Nikkei was up 
 1 percent, and the South Korean KOSPI gained 0.8 percent. 
 Hong Kong’s Hang Seng was off 0.1 percent. 

 TREND FORECAST:  As we have detailed in the COVID War  section of this 
 Trends Journal  , nations across the globe have imposed  lockdowns and 
 mandates before and following the Omicron hysteria. Indeed, the reason for the 
 U.S. market selloff was the news of one Omicron case out of 333 million people. 
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 So far, as we have extensively detailed, the Omicron variant is showing itself to 
 be milder than Delta or the original COVID, even if Omicron seems to be more 
 transmissible. And, to date, no one has died from it and most who have been 
 infected have been fully vaxxed  . 

 While most states in the U.S. reaction will take less extreme actions to fight the 
 new variant than those overseas, as we have noted in this  Trends Journal  , the 
 mayor of New York issued extreme forced-vax mandates yesterday that will 
 negatively hit the hospitality, restaurant sectors, office occupancy, entertainment 
 and other sectors hard. Also, with the U.S. imposing new travel restrictions and 
 mandates, this too will bring these and other sectors down. 

 MARKET BOUNCE-BACK 

 As if the OMICRON  Hysteria evaporated, 
 and there were no new lockdowns, travel 
 restriction, vax mandates, protests and 
 other COVID War 2.0 battles being fought, 
 yesterday, the U.S. equities snapped back 
 with the hope that the OMICRON will be a 

 mild variant. 

 The S&P 500 gained back nearly all its losses of last week, the Dow jumped 650 
 and the Nasdaq climbed 0.9 percent. 

 And despite the travel bans and restrictions being imposed, the biggest gainers 
 in the S&P yesterday were travel and entertainment stocks. 

 In fact, despite 10 passengers aboard a Norwegian Cruise Line ship 
 approaching New Orleans testing positive for COVID-19, and the ship, 
 according to company officials, “has been adhering to appropriate quarantine 
 and isolation protocols as new cases and exposures have been identified 
 aboard this vessel,” the Cruise Line stocks jumped up nearly 10 percent. 
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 Operating in a world outside of reality, with the belief that energy demand will 
 increase as lockdown fears recede, the energy sector was the third best 
 performer in the S&P’s 11 sectors. 

 Today was more of the same. “Reassessing the OMICRON risk” equites across 
 the globe moved higher, while in the U.S. the Dow jumped 492 points, the S&P 
 moved up 95 points and the Nasdaq spiked 3.03% percent. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Also easing pressure on the economy—and  the worker 
 shortage of those who are employed by companies that President Joe Biden had 
 mandated to get vaxxed, but refuse—the U.S. District Court for the Southern 
 District of Georgia told Biden he exceed his authority and to halt enforcement “in 
 all covered contracts in any state or territory of the United States of America.” 

 Repeating what we had long forecast, the court said, the mandate is “costly, 
 laborious and likely to result in a reduction in available members of the 
 workforce.” 

 This indeed was a positive note to push equities higher, but with the long list of 
 COVID War 2.0 restrictions in place across much of the globe, and people living 
 in fear—masked-up indoors and out—many economic sectors that we identified 
 will continue to decline. 

 GOLD/SILVER:  Both precious metals continue to trade  in the near low-ranges 
 they have been moving in-and-out of over the past few months. We maintain our 
 forecast that as the Federal Reserve raises interest rates and the dollar gets 
 stronger, both precious metal prices will stay in their current ranges and slide a 
 bit lower. Today gold was up $7.50 closing at $1,786 per ounce and silver was 
 up 1.16 percent closing at $22.48 per ounce. 

 TREND FORECAST:  As we note in this and previous  Trends  Journal  s, the 
 economy cannot run without cheap money. Thus, as a result of the cheap money 
 drying up when interest rates go up, the economy and equity markets will sharply 
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 decline... which will in turn strongly drive up precious metals and cryptocurrency 
 prices as investors seek safe haven assets. 

 OIL:  Last week oil prices tanked over fears of the  new OMICRON variant and 
 that the vaccines that were sold to the public a year ago of having a 96 percent 
 efficacy rate (which is now down to 39 percent according to the Israel Health 
 Ministry) were even less effective against the new variant. 

 Brent crude had dropped some $17 from its October high closing the week at 
 around $69 per barrel. 

 But now, despite new travel restrictions and fear spreading among the general 
 population that they will catch the OMICRON variant and die, oil prices have 
 sharply rebounded. In part, what brought them up is America’s anointed “top 
 infectious disease official,” Anthony Fauci, telling CNN yesterday that the new 
 variant “does not look like there’s a great degree of severity” so far.” 

 So, “so far” was good enough to drive equities and commodity prices higher. 

 Also, on Sunday, Saudi Arabia raised its monthly crude prices, and expectations 
 that there will be no nuclear deal with Iran, so they will not be pumping more oil 
 into the market, also helped push prices higher. 

 Today, Brent Crude was up 2.25 percent closing at $74.95 per barrel and West 
 Texas Intermediate rose 2.85 percent to close at $71.45 per barrel. 

 Even though oil prices are down some $10 from October highs... the higher oil 
 prices move, the higher inflation will rise. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Keeping the tensions rising, the United  States, following 
 the latest failure to strike a nuclear deal with Tehran, hit Iran with more sanctions 
 today for “serious” human rights abuses. 
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 And on Saturday, Iran’s main nuclear-enrichment plant was reportedly hit with an 
 explosion that shook the area. “Is third sabotage the charm at Iran's Natanz 
 nuclear facility?” headlined the Jerusalem Post. 

 Should tensions continue to escalate and military conflict erupt between Iran and 
 Israel, oil prices will spike to the $100 per barrel range, which in turn will have a 
 devastating impact on equities and economies globally. (See  “ISRAEL KEEPS 
 BOMBING SYRIA.”  ) 

 BITCOIN:  When equities got hit last week over fear  of the OMICRON variant, 
 Bitcoin got hit hard. On Friday it was selling for around $55K but fell to $42,300 
 on Saturday. It bounced up from its lows and is now trading in the $50.7K range. 

 TREND FORECAST:  We maintain our GSB—Gold, Silver,  Bitcoin—forecast that 
 all three will maintain and then pass their current and previous highs when 
 interest rates rise, equity markets sharply fall and the economies sink into 
 Dragflation: Declining Gross Domestic Product and rising inflation. 

 We also maintain that a major factor in forecasting the future price of bitcoin and 
 other crypto currencies is dependent upon government regulations. However, 
 that threat in the U.S. and Europe will lessen as more banks, businesses and 
 investment funds are going crypto, thus, the upward crypto trends, especially 
 bitcoin, will continue to gain momentum. 

 (For more on bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, please see our “TRENDS IN 
 CRYPTOS” section.) 

 THE POWELL PUSH: FOR BETTER OR WORSE 

 The U.S. Federal Reserve is prepared to end 
 its monthly bond-buying program of 
 economic support sooner than the mid-2022 
 date it had earlier set, Fed chair Jerome 
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 Powell said in 30 November testimony before Congress. 

 The Fed voted to taper its $120-billion monthly bond purchases by $15 billion in 
 each of November and December; continuing that pace into 2022 would close 
 out the purchases by mid-year, clearing the way for higher interest rates. 

 The Fed has said it will not raise rates while continuing to stimulate the economy 
 by purchasing bonds. The two actions would work at cross purposes. 

 “The economy is very strong and inflationary pressures are high,” Powell said. 
 “Therefore, it is appropriate to consider wrapping up the taper…of our asset 
 purchases…a few months sooner.” 

 A quicker end to the support program would enable the Fed to raise interest 
 rates during the first half of next year if inflation continues unabated. 

 “The risk of inflation has increased,” Powell acknowledged. Prices increased at 5 
 percent in October, year over year. 

 Powell also backed still further from the Fed’s previous statements that inflation 
 was “temporary” or “transitory.” 

 “We didn’t predict the supply-side problems” in the global supply chain “and 
 those are highly unusual and very difficult, very nonlinear,” he told Congress. 

 However, he once again predicted that supply-line clogs would clear next year, 
 slowing inflation. 

 Rising inflation dictates higher interest rates, while the new Omicron COVID 
 variant, if it proves to be both powerful and virulent, would call on the Fed to 
 keep rates low to keep a weakened economy from imploding into recession. 

 Also, serial virus outbreaks could keep workers from returning to the labor 
 market, a development that could drive both wages and prices higher. 
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 “To get back to the great labor market we had before [COVID], we need price 
 stability,” Powell said. 

 “The risk of persistent high inflation is also a major risk to getting back to such a 
 labor market,” he added. 

 Powell’s comments drove the Dow down more than 650 points on November’s 
 last day. 

 Stocks most affected by interest rates, such as banks, and by supply-chain 
 issues, including manufacturers, sank after Powell spoke. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Jerome Powell is either a dumb economist  or a liar. We 
 had long forecast rising inflation. But at his December 2020 press conference, 
 the Fed-Head Powell pointed to “disinflationary pressures around the globe” and 
 said “it’s not going to be easy to have inflation move up.” 

 A month later, with inflation on the move well above the Fed’s 2-percent target 
 rate, Powell said it was only “temporary.” 

 In July, with inflation running at 5 percent, Powell told a Congressional 
 committee that “we really do believe that these things will come down of their 
 own accord as the economy reopens,” he noted. 

 Wrong, wrong, and wrong. 

 As we noted in  “Fed: Stronger Economy, Steady Rates”  (23 Mar 2021), Fed 
 officials predicted overall U.S. inflation this year would be 2.4 percent. 
 Instead, it topped 6 percent in October and has averaged 4.1 percent from 
 January through October. 

 Until November, Powell and the Fed’s Open Market Committee were referring to 
 inflation as “temporary,” which became “transitory,” a more useful weasel word 
 as what Powell had called “temporary” stretched into its 10th month. 
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 In his testimony last week, Powell admitted it is “probably a good time to retire” 
 the Fed’s characterization of inflation as transitory. 

 In fact, considering his inaccuracy, it is “probably a time to retire” Powell, but 
 staying on his losing streak, two weeks ago President Biden reappointed Powell 
 for another term as Fed-Head of the Bankster Bandits. 
 Indeed, The Fed’s credibility has become another casualty of the COVID War. 

 COVID-ERA HOT STOCKS TO COOL 

 It comes as no surprise to  Trends Journal 
 subscribers. When the COVID War was 
 launched last year there was an 
 unprecedented spike in stocks of 
 businesses that benefited from the 
 lockdowns... with tech stocks and riskier 
 issues leading the charge. 

 Now, with many aspects of the COVID War in place, or slowing down, these 
 hi-flyers are losing favor as investors batten down their portfolios against higher 
 interest rates. 

 When people were locked down at home, share prices for home exercise tech 
 company Peloton rocketed up more than 400 percent; Zoom’s price rose nearly 
 that much. 

 Pinterest shares gained 250 percent and Snap’s stock price tripled. 

 Now share prices for Beyond Meat, Peloton, Pinterest, Snap, Twitter, Zillow, and 
 Zoom all have plunged at least 30 percent since 1 September. 

 In comparison, the S&P 500 index is down just 0.2 percent over the period. 
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 Beyond Meat, Peloton, Snap, Twitter, and Zillow all reported losses in this year’s 
 third quarter,  The Wall Street Journal  noted. 

 These and similar companies, many of which have never shown a profit, have 
 relied on easy money and low interest rates to keep operating. 

 As the time nears when the U.S. Federal Reserve will raise rates and borrowing 
 becomes more expensive, the companies lose their appeal to investors. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Companies based on innovations will  be hit hard by the 
 prospect of higher rates. Their stock prices often are justified by projected 
 earnings that might not be realized for years... or if ever. Higher interest rates 
 make those future earnings worth less in calculations analysts use to figure 
 stocks’ value. Again, the more the Fed tapers and the higher interest rates go, 
 the deeper overvalued stocks will fall... especially the ones that have been 
 propped up high but keep losing money. 

 JUNK BOND SLUMP 

 In November, prices of high-yield or “junk” 
 bonds fell and saw their sharpest decline in 
 more than a year as investors feared the 
 Omicron virus would disrupt the economy 
 to the degree that risky companies would 
 not be able to repay their loans. 

 ICE Data Services’ high-yield bond index slumped more than 1 percent last 
 month, its worst month since September 2020 and only the second month this 
 year that the index turned negative. 

 Bond prices fell so sharply that the loss negated any possible positive yields. 
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 Junk bonds also become less appealing as the U.S. Federal Reserve winds 
 down its monthly bond-buying program, leaving leveraged, high-risk businesses 
 without government props to support them. 

 Fed chair Jerome Powell’s 30 November comment that the Fed could end its 
 bond purchases sooner than the previously stated date of mid-2022 also sent 
 junk-bond holders to the exits (see related story in this issue). 

 Bonds of leisure businesses and airlines took the brunt of the losses. 

 Prices for the lowest-rated bonds, ranked CCC or lower, fared worst, losing a 
 collective 1.4 percent. 

 Investors yanked $2.8 billion out of junk bonds during the last week of 
 November, according to EPFR Global, the biggest one-week withdrawal since 
 mid-March, when inflation began to worry investors holding risky assets with 
 fixed returns. 

 Still, yields on junk bonds have changed little from a year ago, indicating that 
 relatively cheap loans may still be available for companies at the edge of 
 solvency, as we noted in  “Investors Energize Junk  Bond Market Despite 
 Growing Risks”  (2 Nov 2021). 

 TREND FORECAST:  We repeat what we said in  “Risky Companies  Snapping Up 
 Cheap Loans”  (23 Feb 2021): the junk bond and leveraged  loan markets are 
 gamblers’ games and many of their bets will come up craps when interest rates 
 rise, as they will next year (see related story in this issue). 

 We also said in  “Bond Market Tightens, Junk Bonds  in Crisis”  (24 Mar 2020) that 
 the “Greatest Depression” will trigger a wave of defaults larger than that of the 
 Great Recession. Bottom-of-the-barrel junk bonds, those rated B3 or lower, 
 made up 38 percent of the junk bond market in July 2019, compared with 22 
 percent in 2008, according to Moody’s Analytics. 
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 After another year of cheap money, market euphoria, and $250 billion in SPAC 
 speculation, the problem has become enormously worse. 

 “Investors probably will be surprised at the extent of their losses,” said Oleg 
 Melentyev, a Bank of America investment strategist, in spring 2020. He 
 estimated 29 percent of junk loans will fail when credit tightens again, as the Fed 
 is preparing to do next year, compared to about 20 percent during the Great 
 Recession; and that investors will recover only about 50 cents on the dollar 
 against 58 cents in 2007 through 2009. 

 They will be lucky to collect even their 50 cents now. 

 JOBS GO JOBLESS. NUMBERS WORSE THAN EXPECTED 

 The U.S. economy created a meager 
 210,000 jobs in November, according to 
 the U.S. labor department, less than half of 
 the 550,000 to 573,000 that analysts had 
 predicted. 

 At the same time, the unemployment rate 
 fell to 4.2 percent from the 4.6 percent notched in October and is down almost 
 1.8 percentage points over the past six months. 

 This year, the U.S. economy has averaged 550,000 new jobs each month, the 
 Financial Times  noted. 

 The report for November from the Bureau of Labor Statistics also revised 
 September and October’s number, adding another 82,000 jobs created across 
 the two months. 

 The data also showed that people who have been sitting out the economic 
 recovery are beginning to look for work again, the  FT  said. 
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 However, the numbers also revealed that 3.9 million more people remain jobless 
 than before March 2020. 

 TREND FORECAST:  A significant portion of Americans  will remain out of the job 
 market, depending on public support and creating a drag on economic 
 productivity. 

 Drugged Out 

 What is not being reported by the media, is how many Americans are too 
 drugged out to go to work... or do any type of job. As we reported in the  Trends 
 Journal  , over 100,000 Americans overdosed last year...  an increase of 28.5 
 percent from 2019 when the U.S. was not fighting the COVID War. 

 And just today, as though it was a big surprise, the bureaucrat playing Surgeon 
 General in the U.S. declared that that young people are facing “devastating” 
 mental health effects as a result of the challenges experienced by their 
 generation, including the coronavirus pandemic. 

 MORE CREDIT CARDS, MORE DEBT 

 Almost 27 percent of U.S. consumers have 
 applied for a new credit card in the past 12 
 months, according to an October survey by 
 the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the 
 most since 2019 and far surpassing 2020’s 
 record low rate of 16 percent. 

 “Many things are slowly returning to more normal times,” Wilbert van der 
 Klaauw, New York Fed senior vice-president, told  The  Wall Street Journal  . 
 “With that, you expect the demand for credit to come back to pre-[COVID] levels 
 and continue on the same growth path,” he said. 
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 About 11 percent of survey respondents said they had applied for credit-limit 
 increases on existing cards, up from 7 percent in 2020. 

 The survey’s results indicate that consumer spending will remain strong and 
 continue to power the U.S. economic recovery, according to the  WSJ  . 

 TREND FORECAST:  The global economy is balanced on  a knife edge of debt. 
 As we reported in  “Consumer Debt Soars”  (13 Jul 2022),  lenders issued almost 
 six million general-purpose credit cards in March, more than in any other March 
 and 32 percent more than in March 2020. 

 About 1.4 million of those new credit cards were given to people with subprime 
 credit scores, a 28 percent increase from 2020 and 19 percent above 2019, the 
 WSJ noted. 

 Around the world, government and corporate debt, including junk bonds, also 
 have reached record levels. 

 Any significant, adverse economic event—such as another lockdown— could 
 spin tens of millions of households and businesses into default or bankruptcy. 

 BLACK FRIDAY GOT DARKER 

 For the second consecutive year, fewer 
 shoppers opened their wallets on the 
 four-day holiday shopping weekend 
 following Thanksgiving. 

 This year, about 180 million Americans 
 made purchases in stores or online over the Black Friday weekend, compared 
 with 186.4 million in 2020 and 189.6 in 2019, the National Retail Federation 
 (NRF) reported. 
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 Many shoppers had made their holiday purchases earlier, analysts said, and 
 fewer and smaller discounts over the traditional opening of the holiday shopping 
 season gave consumers fewer reasons to spend. 

 On Cyber Monday, which abuts the Thanksgiving weekend and emphasizes 
 online buying, consumers spent $11.3 billion, 3 percent more than last year and 
 edging past analysts’ expectations of $11 billion, according to software maker 
 Salesforce. 

 Some estimates show online retail sales over the four-day weekend declined 
 from 2020, which would be the first slip in several years. 

 Shoppers spent $33.9 billion during the period, 1.4 percent less than last year, 
 according to figures from the Adobe Digital Economy Index. 

 About 104.9 million shoppers visited brick-and-mortar stores over the long 
 weekend, almost 14 percent more than in 2020; in contrast, online shoppers 
 were fewer this year, down 12 percent to 127.8 million, according to NRF. 

 Some analysts had predicted that traffic in physical stores would rise this 
 season as shoppers feared that items ordered online would not be delivered in 
 time for the holidays. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Yes, many shoppers had made holiday  purchases earlier 
 than usual to ensure that their choices would be available in time. 
 However, shoppers also spent less on the designated shop-til-you-drop 
 weekend for two other reasons. 

 First, prices are up and, in many cases, selections are fewer. With an economy 
 still wobbling through a recovery, households are more cautious in their 
 spending. 

 Second, as we reported in  “More Lower-Income Americans  Will Skip Holiday 
 Shopping This Year”  (26 Oct 2021), the millions of  Americans still jobless—about 
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 3.9 million, according to the U.S. labor department—lack the money to buy gifts 
 this year. 

 Therefore, the combination of unemployment and economic uncertainty will 
 remain a drag on the U.S. economic recovery. What will reverse the trend is 
 when the government officially announces the end of the COVID War. 

 GROWTH IN HOME PRICES SLOWS IN SEPTEMBER 

 The average U.S. home price rose 19.5 
 percent during the 12 months ending 30 
 September, compared to a 19.8-percent 
 jump for the year ending 31 August, 
 according to data from the S&P CoreLogic 
 Case-Shiller National Home Price Index. 

 Sticker shock deterred some buyers,  The Wall Street  Journal  reported. 

 Still, the number of homes up for sale remains near record lows and many 
 homes sell in a matter of days after receiving multiple offers, the  WSJ  said. 
 Sales of existing homes will notch a record volume this year, the  WSJ  noted, 
 even as prices have reached record levels. 

 Since September, mortgage interest rates have risen, reaching an average of 3.1 
 percent nationwide on 1 December, according to the Federal Home Loan 
 Mortgage Corporation, after finishing September at 2.9 percent. 

 Higher rates will deter or disqualify some potential buyers. 

 The median selling price of an existing home in October rose 13.1 percent to 
 $353,900, compared to October 2020, the National Association of Realtors 
 (NAR) reported. 
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 Also in October, the proportion of first-time home buyers fell to 29 percent, 
 down 3 percentage points year over year, the NAR said. 

 TREND FORECAST:  The housing market may remain at strength  for a few more 
 months as the few remaining buyers able to pay cash or qualify for a mortgage 
 make their purchases to beat the Fed’s higher interest rates due next summer if 
 not before. 

 However, the housing market will cool markedly from the second half of 2022: 
 mortgage interest rates will rise, builders will still be short of materials and 
 workers, and today’s high rents (  “Apartment Rents  Climbing,”  20 Jul 2021) will 
 prevent millions of households from saving enough to make the sizeable down 
 payments that lenders now demand, especially for first-time buyers. 

 As we have noted, the high-flying market for homes will keep millions renting, 
 which will grow the number of apartments being created over the next several 
 years. 
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 TRENDS ON THE GLOBAL 
 ECONOMIC FRONT 

 SPOTLIGHT: INFLATION ON THE RISE 

 INFLATION: LAST LONGER AND RISE FASTER 

 What was forecast over a year ago is now reality. Inflation rates will rise more 
 quickly, and the rising pace will last longer, than many governments and 
 analysts had previously expected. 

 Of course, now it is “official” since the 38-member Organization for Economic 
 Cooperation and Development (OECD) warned in its final quarterly economic 
 outlook this year of heightening risks that businesses and households must 
 grow accustomed to ever-rising prices. 

 For G20 countries, the OECD raised its 2022 inflation outlook to 4.4 percent 
 from the 3.9 percent it had foreseen earlier, and 3.2 percent in 2023. 
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 U.S. and U.K. inflation will average 4.4 percent in 2022, compared to the 3.1 
 percent it had predicted for both countries in its previous forecast, and will peak 
 this year before settling to 3.5 percent by 2023. 

 Europe will see inflation averaging 2.7 percent next year, not the 1.9 percent the 
 OECD had foreseen earlier. 

 The group shaved 0.1 percent from its overall 2021 growth forecast, reducing 
 the number to 5.6 percent, but left its outlook for 2022 unchanged at a 
 4.5-percent global economic expansion, then 3.2 percent in 2023, the OECD 
 predicted. 

 The new predictions were formulated before the Omicron variant had surfaced. 

 If the new COVID strain resists vaccines and spreads quickly, the world would 
 likely see economic slowdowns and price declines, Laurence Boone,  OECD’s 
 chief economist, said in a 1 December press conference. 

 The OECD’s gloomier inflation was prompted by “imbalances” in the markets for 
 workers, energy, semiconductor, vaccine supplies, and other economic 
 essentials, the report said. 

 Supply disruptions subtracted 1.5 percent from Germany’s GDP this year and 
 0.5 percent from that of the Czech Republic, Japan, and Mexico, it noted. 

 The shortages “risk slowing growth and prolonging elevated inflation,” Boone 
 said. 

 Governments will not be able to relieve these shortages by policy prescriptions, 
 Boone added, and instead should work to ensure that COVID vaccines are 
 available worldwide. 

 “We’ve been spending $10 trillion” to fight the COVID War, she said, “but the 
 cost of buying vaccines for everyone would be $50 billion, so half a percent.” 
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 “What we’re seeing now makes you think, why aren’t we doing this?,” she said. 

 “We are concerned that the [Omicron] strain is further adding to the already high 
 levels of uncertainty and risks, and that could be a threat to the recovery,” she 
 warned. 

 Analysts have been slow to predict the Omicron variant’s impact on the 
 economy until the threat is more carefully assessed. 

 However, governments around the world have imposed new travel and other 
 restrictions in a better-safe-than-sorry approach to the Omicron strain, again 
 shutting down hospitality businesses, throwing people out of work, and 
 damaging their nations’ economic recoveries. 

 The new strain has arrived amid a slowdown in the economic recovery, due in 
 significant part to shortages of materials and workers and clogs and kinks in 
 global supply chains, all of which has fueled inflation. 

 “In terms of forecasting, this [Omicron] aggravates the risks we already have 
 identified, whether it be tensions in supply chains, closed borders, health checks 
 being reinforced,” she added. 

 She envisioned two possible scenarios. 

 In one, the Omicron variant worsens current economic ills but does not disrupt 
 the global recovery; in the other, the new viral strain weakens demand, which 
 would threaten a global recession but also reverse inflation. 

 If businesses and households become used to ever-higher prices, that could 
 ignite a wage-price spiral, Boone said, an outcome that economists and central 
 bankers fear most because it is harder to counteract. 

 If Omicron becomes the dominant COVID strain, it could cut the world’s 
 economic output by 2 percent next year, analysts at Oxford Economics said last 
 week in a research note. 
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 Although the global recovery is progressing, there are “marked differences” 
 among countries, the OECD noted. 

 The richest countries’ economies will return to their pre-COVID strength by 
 2023, Boone said, aided by massive fiscal stimulus and plentiful vaccines. 

 In contrast, poorer countries have had few resources to use to boost their 
 economies out of the worldwide economic crisis, have struggled to get hold of 
 vaccines, and will live with “sizable long-term income scars,” Boone said. 

 TRENDPOST:  It is not the massive vaccines that will  generate economic growth, 
 it will be massive fiscal stimulus. Totally ignored by the politicians, Presstitutes 
 and the media is the fact that in many emerging markets, vaccine rates are 
 extremely low and so are COVID deaths. 

 For example, as we have reported, with a bit more than 5 percent of the people 
 of Africa being vaccinated, the World Health Organization reported that the 
 continent of 1,385,633,300 people was “one of the least affected regions in the 
 world.” 

 Comprising nearly 17 percent of the world’s population, WHO data show that 
 deaths in poor, underdeveloped Africa make up just 3 percent of the global total. 
 This compares to the heavily vaxxed world of The Obese Americans and 
 “Developed” Europe, they account for 46 percent and 29 percent respectively of 
 the global COVID deaths. 
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 EUROZONE’S INFLATION RATE SETS RECORD IN NOVEMBER 

 Inflation among the Eurozone’s 27 member 
 countries averaged 4.9 percent in 
 November, year over year, setting a record 
 as energy costs, ongoing supply-chain 
 disruptions, and lockdowns against a new 
 COVID variant all pushed prices up. 

 The rate blew through economists’ expectations for a 4.5-percent price hike. 

 The previous record was 4.1 percent, set in July 2008 and matched this year in 
 October. 

 Inflation in Belgium and Spain in November ran at 5.6 percent, Spain’s highest 
 rate since 1992. 

 “This is clearly not a short-lived shock,” Paul Hollingsworth, PNB Paribas’s chief 
 European economist, told  The Wall Street Journal  .  “It’s lasted a lot longer than 
 people had expected—and the longer inflation stays at these elevated levels, the 
 greater the chance that it starts to feed through to the mindsets of households 
 and businesses,” he warned. 

 When inflation becomes a long-term expectation, it can spark a wage-price 
 spiral, in which the two chase each other ever higher. 

 Despite inflation remaining well above the European Central Bank’s (ECB’s) 
 target of 2 percent, the bank has said it will not raise interest rates at least 
 through next year, leaving them in negative numbers, where they have been for 
 seven years. 

 That decision is driven, in part, by expectations that Europe’s economic 
 productivity will sag in 2022’s first quarter, and perhaps beyond, as new 
 COVID-related lockdowns curtail manufacturing, travel, and shopping. 
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 Still, inflation will continue to exceed the ECB’s 2-percent target next year, 
 according to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (see 
 related story in this issue). 

 Inflation across the continent could rise even higher if the COVID virus prompts 
 extended or widespread lockdowns in China, resulting in greater shortages of 
 manufactured goods around the world, the  WSJ  noted. 

 Much of Europe’s current inflation is the result of fuel shortages, especially of 
 natural gas, which drove energy prices 27.4 percent higher during the 12 months 
 ending 30 November. 

 Energy prices are expected to drift lower after the winter heating season, pulling 
 inflation’s rate down with them. 

 However, inflation has begun to creep across Europe’s service sector, prompting 
 fears that price pressures are becoming more deeply embedded in the region’s 
 economy. 

 The new figure places even greater pressure on the ECB to justify its decision to 
 hold interest rates below zero through at least 2022. 

 The ECB has tried to calm public fears about inflation by attributing price hikes 
 to singular, short-term factors such as supply-chain glitches and Europe’s 
 energy price spike this fall. 

 November’s rate of inflation in Europe will “prove to be the peak,” Isabel 
 Schnabel, an ECB board member, said last month in a 30 November public 
 statement, adding that “there is no evidence to suggest that inflation is spiraling 
 out of control.” 

 “There is little doubt that inflation will fall next year,” Andrew Kenningham, a 
 Capital Economics analyst, told the  Financial Times  .  “The only debate is how far 
 and how fast.” 
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 Holding to that view, ECB president Christine Lagarde maintained in late 
 November that it would be “wrong” to raise interest rates now because inflation 
 will begin to cool by the time the new rates would have a chance to impact the 
 economy. 

 Between 50 and 60 percent of Europe’s inflation pressure has come from high 
 energy prices this fall and there is “reason to believe that by the end of 2022 it 
 will have declined significantly,” Lagarde said. 

 Inflation is peaking, she also said in comments cited by the  FT  . “I see an inflation 
 profile that looks like a hump…and a hump eventually declines,” she said, 
 repeating that the ECB is “very unlikely” to alter its interest rate— which has 
 remained negative for seven years—in 2022. 

 Once inflation stabilizes at the bank’s target rate of slightly above 2 percent, the 
 ECB “would not hesitate to act” and increase interest rates, she said. 

 Others aren’t having it. 

 “It may be wishful thinking on the part of Lagarde when she declares that price 
 pressures won’t run out of control,” Charles Hepworth, investment director at 
 GAM Investments, said to the  FT  . 

 “They already are and it’s difficult to follow the argument that they will abate 
 soon,” he added. 

 Luis de Guindos, ECB’s vice-president, seemed to give a little ground in a 30 
 November interview with  Leos Echos  , a French financial  newspaper. 

 “In 2022, bottlenecks may last longer than expected,” he admitted. “There’s a 
 risk that inflation will not go down as much or as quickly as we expected.” 
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 TREND FORECAST:  The ECB faces two bad choices: to raise interest rates and 
 risk an economic slowdown or even recession, or to leave rates where they are 
 and let inflation have its way with the continent’s economy. 

 Lagarde’s vow to leave rates untouched is an attempt to keep markets from 
 crashing in the short term, while Guindos’s qualifier gives the bank wiggle room if 
 it changes its mind later. 

 With supply-chain clogs expected to last well into next year’s first quarter and 
 shortages of workers and key materials extending deep into 2022, the ECB will 
 be forced to raise interest rates next year. 

 The changes will be incremental, no more than 25 basis points at a time, but will 
 come more regularly as markets try to accustom themselves to the medicine. 

 GERMANY’S INFLATION RATE REACHES 29-YEAR HIGH 

 Inflation in Germany roared at 6 percent in 
 November, year over year, a pace not seen 
 since 1992 when East and West Germany 
 were reunited after the Cold War. 

 Energy prices drove the higher rate, 
 soaring 22 percent. Food prices rose 4.5 

 percent, services 2.8 percent, and rents bumped up 1.4 percent. 

 The rate raises stirs memories of Germany’s hyperinflation following the first and 
 second world wars, when prices soared by triple digits and destroyed incomes, 
 savings, and businesses. 

 “Inflation gives rise to legitimate concerns,” Christian Lindner, Germany’s new 
 finance minister, tweeted last week, adding “in the case of currency devaluation, 
 we’ll observe how it develops” after the COVID War ends. 
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 TRENDPOST:  Inflation running at 30-year highs in Germany,  as it is in Spain, 
 puts even more pressure on the European Central Bank to raise rates sooner 
 than 2023 (see related article in this issue). 

 HIGH INFLATION HITS HOUSEHOLDS HARD 

 Once upon a time, not too long ago, the 
 Bankster Bandits were spewing out the 
 bullshit that inflation was only temporary. 
 Then, after moving higher at faster rates, 
 they said there was still nothing to worry 
 about because it was only “transitory.” 

 Then, in the last two weeks, from the Fed-Head Jerome Powell to Janet Yellen, 
 the Secretary of the U.S. Treasury (who was a former Fed-Head), they reversed 
 their bullshit and now say inflation is real and not going away soon. 

 Plantation Workers of Slavelandia 

 Indeed, some 45 percent of American households say they are experiencing 
 varying degrees of financial hardships due to inflation, with lower-income 
 individuals reporting the highest level of difficulty, according to a recent poll from 
 Gallup. 

 The U.S. consumer price index rose 6.2 percent in October from a year ago, 
 which is the highest it’s been in 30 years. And much of the country is bracing 
 itself for higher heating bills during the winter months. These bills are expected 
 to jump about 54 percent. The median rent in the country also increased by 17.8 
 percent from January to November,   The Washington Post   reported,  citing the 
 Apartment List’s National Rent Report. 
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 The Gallup poll found that 71 percent of households making less than $40,000 a 
 year have said the recent increases have caused a degree of financial instability 
 for their families. 

 The poll said 47 percent of middle-income homes and 29 percent of 
 upper-income households have also felt the pinch. (See  “COVID WAR: RICH 
 GOT RICHER, POOR GOT POORER,”     “COVID TAKES TOLL ON  POOR & 
 MINORITY COMMUNITIES”  and  “SPOTLIGHT: INFLATION SPREAD.”  ) 

 The Gallup report found that most Americans are not facing a crisis due to these 
 increases but nearly three in 10 from lower-income households have said the 
 “hardship is severe enough that it is affecting their current standard of living.” 

 Gallup polled 1,600 people from 3 November to 16 November. About 1 in 10 
 said that the hardship was significant enough to impact their standard of living. 
 Thirty-five percent described their hardship as “moderate.” 

 “Most low-income households are already hurting,” Mohamed Younis, editor in 
 chief of Gallup, said, according to the  Post.   “You  can only imagine what that’s 
 going to look like in the next few months if this continues to get worse.” 

 TREND FORECAST:   The greater the supply chain jams  which are not expected 
 to ease until next year, the higher inflation will rise. Also pushing up supply chain 
 worries are the lack of truckers and concerns that overworked laborers at snarled 
 ports may start to rebel, thus causing the jams to last longer. 

 However, the deeper the economic decline, and should oil price remain under 
 $80 per barrel for Brent Crude and gas prices weaken, inflation will ease 
 downward. 

 And as we note, the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta reported that “The 
 GDPNow model estimate for real GDP growth in the third quarter of 2021 is 2.3 
 percent on October 1,” which is a steep drop from 2 August when the forecast 
 was for 6.3 percent growth. Thus, considering the overall stressful economic 
 conditions, the “Biden Bounce” that we had forecast back in January would 
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 happen—but be temporary—is coming to an end. (See   “THE BIDEN BOUNCE, 
 THE WORST IS YET TO COME”   ) 

 —End of SPOTLIGHT: INFLATION ON THE RISE section 

 DRAGFLATION DRAGGING DOWN BRAZIL 

 Brazil’s economy contracted 0.1 percent in 
 this year’s third quarter, following a 
 0.4-percent contraction in the second, 
 marking a recession. 
 A recession is defined as two consecutive 
 quarters of economic contraction. 

 At the same time, Brazil’s inflation rate has passed 11 percent, cutting real 
 wages by 4 percent, government data shows. 

 As  Trends Journal  readers know, a shrinking economy  combined with rising 
 inflation means Dragflation, a condition worse than recession, since it will hit the 
 consumer with higher costs and less income. 

 A severe drought slashed agricultural production by 8 percent in the third 
 quarter, exports plunged 9.8 percent, and manufacturing neither grew nor 
 shrank. 

 The drought has sent the cost of energy skyrocketing; Brazil derives about 65 
 percent of its electricity from hydropower. 

 The crisis also has reduced the value of Brazil’s currency, the real, making 
 imports more expensive. 
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 Brazil rebounded quickly from 2020’s economic shutdown, with its economy 
 returning to pre-COVID output in this year’s first quarter, but then lost 
 momentum. 

 Some economists are predicting Brazil’s economy will also contract in 2022. 

 However, Brazil will “surprise the world again” and continue its’ “V-shaped 
 recovery,” finance minister Paolo Guedes told the  Financial Times  . 

 Guedes had forecast Brazil’s GDP would swell by 5 percent this year and at 
 least 2 percent next year. 

 Analysts have pegged Brazil’s 2021 growth at about 4.8 percent and predicted 
 either stagnation or only slight growth next year. 

 In October, the country’s central bank raised a key interest rate to 7.75 percent 
 in an attempt to lasso inflation, which now has surpassed 11 percent, a fivefold 
 increase in the past 12 months. 

 Economists expect the bank to boost rates to 9.25 percent by year end, the  FT 
 reported. 

 However, raising rates alone will not be enough to manage Brazil’s growing 
 dragflation crisis. 

 Residents are scavenging firewood to replace unaffordable gas for cooking, 
 which has soared 30 percent in price, Bloomberg reported. 

 Instead of landing in the trash, fish heads are selling for $1 each to replace beef 
 or chicken in meals, according to Bloomberg, while supermarkets are attaching 
 security tags to steaks to prevent theft. 

 Eggs cost 28 percent more than a year ago and flour, meat, sugar, and 
 vegetables are all up at least 10 percent. 
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 Brazil’s staple dish of rice and beans has become a costly luxury for many 
 families with modest incomes and the word “hunger” is being spray-painted on 
 buildings in the country’s largest cities. 

 About 25 percent of children receiving government food allowances eat three 
 meals a day, compared with 62 percent in 2018, according to data from Brazil’s 
 public health department. 

 The multiple crises bodes poorly for president Jair Bolsonaro, who is up for 
 re-election next October. 

 To shore up his popularity, he has announced an array of new social assistance 
 measures, including subsidizing the cost of cooking gas and doubling cash 
 payments to poor households. 

 However, his aides have warned him that the new spending will worsen inflation, 
 Bloomberg said. 

 In 2020, Bolsonaro’s administration spent lavishly on social supports, slashing 
 the proportion of Brazilians living in poverty from 11 percent to a record-low 4.6 
 percent, according to the nonprofit Getulio Vargas Foundation. 

 When the aid fund ran dry, poverty surged again and now stands at 13 percent. 

 TREND FORECAST:  As we have often said, when people  lose everything and 
 have nothing left to lose, they lose it. 

 Brazil will see a rising number of street protests across the country and rising 
 crime. 

 As next October’s election nears, Brazil will become less stable both 
 economically and politically, with the government, as do most of those in power, 
 taking an even stronger measure to remain in control. 
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 SAUDIS CUT OIL DEAL WITH BIDEN 

 After U.S. president Joe Biden announced 
 he would release 50 million barrels from the 
 country’s strategic oil reserve to cut 
 gasoline prices, the Organization of 
 Petroleum Exporting Countries and its 
 affiliates (OPEC+) said the move would 
 prompt it to consider abandoning its plan to 

 boost production by 400,000 barrels a day. 

 Last week, after a White House delegation visited Saudi Arabia, the Saudi oil 
 ministry announced it would abide by its plan to pump the 400,000 additional 
 daily barrels. 

 Biden announced the reserve’s release, the largest ever, after OPEC+ had 
 rejected his earlier plea to raise production to moderate fuel prices as the world 
 economy continued its struggle to find firmer footing (  “OPEC+ Rejects World’s 
 Plea for More Oil,”  9 Nov 2021). 

 The agreement surprised traders, according to the  Financial Times  . 
 Markets had expected the oil cartel to cut production to salvage prices, which 
 have nosedived 20 percent in the last three weeks. 

 Immediately after the agreement, oil prices fell but later recovered, with 
 benchmark Brent crude closing above $69 a barrel after sinking below $66 on 1 
 December. 

 Brent closed above $70 a barrel on 6 December. 

 Saudi officials said their decision to boost production was not political but 
 strictly related to their analysis of the global oil market. 
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 Nevertheless, “This is a big win for the White House,” Helima Croft, global 
 commodities chief at RBC Capital, told the  FT  . 

 TREND FORECAST:  As we noted in  “Renewable Power Sources  to Edge Past 
 Coal & Gas by 2026”  (23 Feb 2021) and elsewhere, petroleum-producing  nations 
 continue to game the market to ensure they will collect every possible dollar from 
 their will dwindling resource as the world gradually shifts to a “green” energy 
 economy... which is still a long haul. 

 As a result, oil prices will not fall precipitously from their present levels absent a 
 Black Swan event, such as war in the Middle East. Moreover, there has been a 
 sharp underinvestment in oil and gas internationally over the past several years, 
 with spending down an estimated 50 percent below historical norms. 

 “For the first time in a long time, you’re seeing a buyer looking for a barrel of oil, 
 as opposed to a barrel of oil looking for a buyer,” said Jeff Miller, CEO of 
 Haliburton at the World Petroleum Congress in Houston, according to The Wall 
 Street Journal. 

 SPOTLIGHT: METAVERSE 

 MORE COMPANIES CREATE, INHABIT 
 VIRTUAL WORLDS 

 Mexican Grill, Verizon, and Vans, which sells 
 skateboarding gear, are among the 
 businesses creating and populating their 

 own virtual worlds in the metaverse in attempts to engage customers and 
 sharpen brand identity,  The Wall Street Journal  reported. 
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 Vans has created an online skatepark where boarders’ avatars can show their 
 skills, try new moves, and earn points by hitting targets as they skate. The points 
 can be redeemed for merchandise. 

 This year, Chipotle moved its Halloween “Boo-rito” event to the metaverse; 
 customers could enter the world as avatars and navigate an online maze to snag 
 codes good for a free burrito—real ones, not digital substitutes. 

 Chipotle has yet to sell anything in the metaverse “but, certainly, we would like 
 to do some experimentation,” chief marketing officer Chris Brandt told the  WSJ  . 

 Meta Platforms, once Facebook, has contacted potential advertisers about 
 touting their brands in the metaverse, the  WSJ  said. 

 Advertisers’ new interest in alternative digital worlds bodes well for the future of 
 Fortnite Creative, Roblox, and other ventures providing platforms on which those 
 worlds can be built. 

 However, the metaverse is still too new to win everyone over. 

 Some liken it to Second Life, an online world of islands and avatars created by 
 Linden Labs in the early 2000s. 

 Advertisers entered the new world, but it never attracted enough users to 
 become commercially relevant. 

 However, today’s digital world is far more sophisticated and interactive than 20 
 years ago, Brandt pointed out. 

 “Being at home, using avatars, having the ability to get everything delivered to 
 your home—that changes the way people think about digital,” he said. “The 
 world is more ready for it.” 
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 TREND POST:  The metaverse and many of the old dot-com ventures have 
 something in common: each is, or was, driven by speculative fever. The dot-com 
 bubble eventually turned into the dot-com bust. 

 There are dangers of a similar boom and bust for metaverse ventures. 

 There's hype. But there has also been real disruption happening, with products 
 and ecosystems exploding in 2021. The gaming sector has been especially 
 affected. 

 Axie Infinity and other games have demonstrated a different profit model, which 
 rewards players, and allows for decentralized profit sharing for investors as well. 
 The whole industry has taken note (see  “METAVERSE  GAMING HITS BILLION 
 DOLLAR PAYDIRT WITH AXIE INFINITY,”  5 Oct 2021). 

 The Metaverse industry had a market cap of $48 billion in 2020. Some, like 
 Emergen Research  , predict that it will grow to close  to a trillion by the end of the 
 decade. 

 Grayscale, as  reported  by Yahoo News, was even more  bullish in a recent report, 
 predicting that economic opportunities present in the metaverse could top 
 $1trillion within the next few years. 

 The report, titled ‘The Metaverse, Web 3.0 Virtual Cloud Economies’, said 
 metaverse platforms that have integrated crypto tokens, NFTs, decentralized 
 finance and more have “created a new online experience”. 

 Eventually, the metaverse will evolve into a stable, complex, alternative reality 
 that will be harder to disrupt. There will be winners and losers. For now, it 
 remains to be seen which worlds survive and the metaverse remains a frontier 
 with no guarantees. 
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 METAVERSE PLAYERS SPEND BIG TO BUY DIGITAL REAL ESTATE 

 In the metaverse, players—including 
 investment companies and property 
 developers—are buying virtual real estate 
 in hot locales such as Decentraland and 
 Sandbox, where avatars can spend 
 cryptocurrencies to buy and furnish homes, 
 shop in stores, collect art, and go to 

 concerts, among other everyday pursuits. 

 The metaverse is an online digital universe in which people enter specific worlds 
 and act through avatars, cartoon representations of themselves, to interact with 
 others and do the same things they do in physical life. 

 Individual players buy lots and build houses close to attractions or friends, using 
 either real dollars or cryptocurrencies, which tend to be unique to each 
 metaverse. Ownership is recorded in nonfungible tokens, which serve as deeds. 

 Developers are building retail sites that they expect to lease to real-world 
 retailers eager to build their brands and, eventually, to sell goods in the 
 metaverse that can be delivered to customers in the real world. 

 How serious is this new land rush? On 30 November, Republic Realm, a real 
 estate developer working solely in the metaverse, paid $4.3 million for a tract in 
 Sandbox, the largest metaverse property deal to date, according to data service 
 Nonfungible.com. 

 The company holds about 2,500 tracts spread across 19 metaverse worlds, runs 
 two metaverse investment funds, and is active in six digital real estate 
 development projects, according to its website and co-founder Janine Yorio. 
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 Republic Realm also recently sold its virtual Meta Flower Super Mega Yacht (it’s 
 big!) for 149 Ethereum coins, a value of about $650,000. The digital yacht is 
 moored in the digital world known as Sandbox. 

 The metaverse became a new focus of investment after the company formerly 
 known as Facebook renamed itself Meta Platforms in October and said it would 
 devote itself to online worlds. 

 Buyers liken the metaverse’s wide-open spaces to the western U.S. in the 
 1840s, when the country’s westward movement began pushing property prices 
 steadily upward: as more players enter and inhabit the metaverse, prices for its 
 real estate will steadily rise, today’s digital land speculators are betting. 

 “This is like buying land in Manhattan 250 years ago as the city is being built,” 
 Andrew Kiguel, CEO of Tokens.com, told  The Wall Street  Journal  . 

 TREND FORECAST:  For many people, the metaverse will  be more alluring than 
 television or smartphones ever were. 

 Millions of people, especially teens and young adults, will disappear into the 
 metaverse to the detriment of their family, friendships, health, and careers. 

 In the future, there will be therapy or recovery programs specifically designed to 
 bring people out of the metaverse and back to their physical lives and places. 

 —End of “SPOTLIGHT: METAVERSE Section 
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 INDIA’S CONSUMER SPENDING DOWN 

 India’s GDP grew 8.4 percent during the three 
 months ending 30 September,  The Wall 
 Street Journal  reported, compared with the 
 same period in 2020. 

 Although the nation’s economy is recovering 
 from the COVID lockdown, job losses during 

 the shutdown are hobbling consumer spending and creating a drag on 
 economic growth, the  WSJ  noted. 

 TRENDPOST:  The country’s festival season began in  September, which will spur 
 spending, but the number of people without work will continue to slow India’s 
 return to pre-COVID strength. And should the COVID War 2.0 rage through India 
 and Asia, economic conditions will continue to decline. 

 NISSAN BETS BIG ON EV FUTURE 

 Hoping to compete once again as a leader 
 in electric vehicle technology and sales, 
 Japan’s Nissan Motor Co. has announced a 
 commitment of about $17.7 billion to 
 “democratize” electric vehicle (EV) 
 ownership. 

 The plan, dubbed Nissan Ambition 2030, calls for 75 percent of the company’s 
 European sales to be in EVs by fiscal 2026 and 40 percent in the U.S. by fiscal 
 2030. 

 By 2030, Nissan plans to be making 23 “electrified” vehicles. Of them, 15 will be 
 fully electric. The rest would be hybrids or be built with Nissan’s “e-power” 
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 system, which uses a gasoline engine to recharge a battery bank that powers 
 the vehicle. 

 Nissan also will invest the equivalent of $1.4 billion to convert a U.K. plant to 
 build EVs. 

 The strategy is based on Nissan’s all-solid-state battery technology, which cuts 
 costs, improves vehicle range, and is safer, but has not yet been scaled for 
 commercial manufacturing. 

 Nissan also will continue to research improvements to the conventional 
 lithium-ion batteries EVs rely on now, CEO Makoto Uchida said in a statement 
 announcing the company’s vision. 

 The cost of lithium-ion power packs could be cut by 65 percent within eight 
 years, he said. 

 TREND FORECAST:  With battery and charging technologies  making significant 
 improvements (see  “Charger Delivers 60 Miles of EV  Range in 3 Minutes”  12 Oct 
 2021 and “New Lithium Battery Design Could Charge EVs Ten Times Faster” in 
 this issue), car makers will focus more resources on commercializing EVs, 
 especially now that cities and entire countries  , such  as  France, and Norway, 
 have pledged to ban sales of gas buggies after 2030. 

 CITIGROUP GOES CHINESE 

 U.S. banking giant Citigroup has applied to 
 the China Securities and Regulatory 
 Commission for a license to sell securities 
 and will apply in the next few months for a 
 license to operate a futures market,  The Wall 
 Street Journal  reported. 
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 The company also plans to hire about 100 people over the next two years to 
 staff these services, according to the  WSJ  . 

 Last year, Citigroup became the first U.S. bank to be awarded a domestic fund 
 custody license on the mainland, which allows it to offer asset management 
 services. 

 The new custody business will begin operations this month, the  WSJ  said. 

 In October, Citigroup and China Guangfa Bank unveiled a partnership, called 
 Wealth Management Connect, that enables cross-border wealth management 
 services. 

 The partnership followed Citigroup’s move earlier this year to end consumer 
 banking operations across much of Asia and focus on services to wealthy 
 individuals. 

 The company has maintained consumer banking services in Hong Kong and 
 Singapore. 

 After China and the U.S. signed their 2020 trade agreement, U.S. banks were 
 permitted to own and control businesses in the country of 1.4 billion people. 

 Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan Chase already have bought out their Chinese 
 partners in their securities businesses; Credit Suisse, Morgan Stanley, and UBS 
 have taken a majority ownership of theirs, despite frosty relations between 
 Beijing and Washington. 

 “There are going to be challenges in that relationship and that could have an 
 impact on certain activities that we would or would not be involved in in China,” 
 Goldman CEO David Solomon said last week at the Financial Times Global 
 Banking Summit. 

 “But, broadly speaking,” he added, “with a 10- or 20-year view, our business in 
 China will grow.” 
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 TREND FORECAST:  As we have long forecast, China’s  human rights issues, 
 imperial ambitions, and plans to replace the U.S. as the world’s premiere 
 economy come second to the bottom line: the business of business is business, 
 the business of China is business, and U.S. financial institutions see their future 
 in the East. 

 We repeat the warning we stated in  “HSBC Going Asian”  (8 Jun 2021): As 
 China’s economy grows, the West will become increasingly dependent on it for 
 manufactured goods as well as profits from selling services there, such as wealth 
 management. 

 As this dependence grows, and as China’s economic might strengthens, the 
 nation will grow increasingly bold in asserting its authoritarian rule both internally 
 and in foreign affairs, such as its claims to the South China Sea and demands 
 that Taiwan surrender to the mainland. 

 BIGS GET BIGGER: THE AMAZON JUNGLE 

 Since 2019, Amazon has nearly doubled its 
 fulfillment infrastructure, adding more than 
 450 distribution centers across the U.S., 
 according to logistics consulting firm 
 MWPVL International, as the world’s largest 
 retailer aims to deliver all U.S. orders within a 
 day. 

 Amazon now has at least 930 such centers across the country, T  he Wall Street 
 Journal  reported. 

 Many of the new warehouses are adjacent to big cities with large concentrations 
 of Amazon customers, the  WSJ  said. 
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 To staff the widening network, Amazon has hired about 670,000 more workers, 
 bringing its global payroll to roughly 1.4 million people, the company disclosed. 

 TREND FORECAST:  As we wrote in  “Amazon Takeover Expands”  (21 Sep 
 2021), mega-corporations will continue to eat their way across the economy, 
 devouring small businesses and shrinking consumers’ choices. 

 However, an element of a growing anti-Globalization trend will be populist 
 movements that push the government to create and recreate antitrust laws that 
 will break up the Bigs who monopolize numerous segments of economies. 
 Indeed, this is already accelerating in Europe where the EU is taking antitrust 
 actions against Big Tech. 
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 FEATURED ARTICLES BY GUEST 
 WRITERS 

 IN WASHINGTON GOOD NEWS BECOMES BAD NEWS 

 By  Philip M. Giraldi  , Ph.D. 

 The good news is that today is Pearl Harbor Day, which brought about the U.S. 
 entry in World War II, a war that never would have been fought if sanity had 
 prevailed among leading statesmen of that era. The lesson-learned for today 
 should be about the steps that could have and should have been taken to avoid 
 war. 

 And there is more good news in that the United States National Defense 
 Authorization Act (NDAA), that pork laden mish-mosh that pretends to be 
 serious legislation responsive to the nation’s actual defense needs, is hung up in 
 the Senate, something that has not happened for the past sixty years. 
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 But then comes the bad news. The bill is being blocked by several Republican 
 Senators who want to make it nastier, using  increased sanctions to halt  the 
 Russo-German Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline while also banning imports from 
 China’s Xinjiang region, where some administration officials have accused the 
 government of carrying out genocide against Uyghur Muslims. 

 The GOP Senators also want to sanction the gas pipeline to warn Russia of 
 consequences over possible military action against Ukraine, putting even more 
 pressure on Germany to pull out of the deal, which is already under severe strain 
 due to Washington’s sanctions. The ban on trade with China is likewise intended 
 to send a signal to Beijing that even what it does internally is not off limits if one 
 wants to avoid the wrath of the U.S. Congress. 

 The bumbling about America’s place in the world is unfortunately bipartisan. 
 Witness how the Joe Biden Administration entered into office with a pledge to fix 
 the alleged lack of confidence in Washington’s leadership due to some of the 
 actions undertaken by his predecessor Donald Trump. 

 To be sure, Trump’s impetuous brand of decision making sometimes 
 confounded friends while also confusing potential enemies, but Biden, in spite of 
 his commitment to “build back better,” whatever that is supposed to mean, has 
 up until now little enough to show for his efforts. 

 The president’s team had hoped to recoup the high ground through adroit 
 management of the possible U.S. role in the climate crisis but not many nations 
 rallied around the American flag when it came to taking actual steps and 
 establishing targets that would cripple their energy dependent economies. 

 In the U.S., soaring gas and heating fuel prices have already clearly stifled the 
 potential popular support for reducing carbon emissions. As winter closes in on 
 North America it will be interesting to see how voters react to the Biden climate 
 initiatives, whatever they turn out to be. 

 Even though the media has obligingly stopped its coverage of the continuing 
 immigration disaster along the nation’s southern border, the Biden 
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 Administration’s failure to take effective steps to curb the flow is evident to 
 voters. 

 Team Biden has allowed tens of thousands of illegals to enter the country, with 
 the Immigration Service even providing ongoing flights to enable them to be 
 spread throughout the nation. They are supposed to appear before an 
 immigration judge at some future point, but hardly any of them will bother, while 
 the Democrats will do all they can to enable them to vote by mail. 

 New York City has already announced that it will allow non-citizens to vote in 
 local elections. And oh yes, the Biden immigration program came complete with 
 a mooted plan from the White House to compensate some of those who were 
 caught crossing the border illegally if children were separated from their parents. 

 It might be the first time in American history that criminals were so rewarded, 
 possibly to the tune of $1 million per family, but the good news is that the 
 initiative has apparently been dropped as a result of a popular uprising over the 
 issue. 

 Should one go on? There was a hopelessly bungled evacuation from 
 Afghanistan that is already passing from memory, a process that will be assisted 
 by a Hollywood movie forthcoming featuring the heroism of the soldiers and 
 Marines who risked their lives to get the American citizens and vulnerable 
 Afghans out before the Taliban came in. 

 One wonders if it will include a re-creation of the chowderheads in the White 
 House holding the meeting in which they decided to close the secure Bagram 
 Airbase before the evacuation started? Not very likely as Hollywood is called the 
 “Dream Machine” for good reasons and it is overloaded with Democrats. 

 And should one mention the relentlessly absurd invocation of new variants of the 
 COVID virus, together with a constantly growing vaccination mandate applied to 
 nearly everyone the government can somehow put pressure on to comply? 
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 And the printing of money to support Democratic Party promoted social 
 programs that many find wildly excessive and will inevitably fuel inflation and 
 explode the national debt. It has only been a little over ten months and the 
 vultures are gathering! 

 No wonder Biden’s presidential approval rating is the lowest ever, and his 
 dangerously incompetent Vice President Kamala Harris, who has been thankfully 
 largely invisible, ranks even lower. 

 So, one should not be surprised that Biden is doing what many of his 
 predecessors have done—to divert the criticism, he is looking for enemies to 
 blame. Now make no mistake, there are a lot of countries that don’t like the 
 United States very much, mostly with good reason based on what Washington 
 has been doing, but the countries most frequently surfaced as “problems” 
 continue to be Iran, Russia and China. 

 The persistence in seeking out enemies is somewhat peculiar as the United 
 States, protected geographically by two oceans, has undoubtedly the most 
 powerful military in the world backing up strategic deterrents including 
 deliverable nuclear weapons that could annihilate any foe. 

 It spends more on “defense” than the next seven countries combined measured 
 by military expenditures do and has an estimated seven hundred military bases 
 worldwide. Nearly half of all the military spending in the entire world is done by 
 the U.S.. 

 America is the only nation that can project significant military power globally, so 
 why is there extreme paranoia about foreign threats? Some might argue that it is 
 all a sham, that it is done to keep the cash flowing to the defense contractors, 
 but that explanation is simplistic and it may be better to look at how a 
 combination of factors have transformed America into the world’s “arsenal of 
 democracy.” Or perhaps it would be better described as relentless “democracy 
 promotion.” 
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 Looking at the three enemies of choice one observes that Iran, which does not 
 threaten the U.S. at all, is only on the list because of Israel. The powerful Israel 
 Lobby in the United States has a tight grip on Iran policy, dominating the debate 
 in Congress, such as there is one, and consistently placing its proxies in the 
 White House’s national security cabinet. 

 Talks to reinstate the JCPOA, monitoring Iran’s nuclear program, are very much 
 in America’s national interest but are going nowhere by design because Israel 
 objects. Israeli Prime Minister has  recently warned  that the talks should be 
 ended as Iran is using “threats” to obtain favorable treatment. As Israel is the 
 only nuclear armed power in the Middle East, the argument borders on the 
 ridiculous. 

 Russia, the only one of the three that could inflict serious damage on the United 
 States, has likewise been a neocon project since the Soviet Union collapsed. 
 Moscow only has one overseas base, in Syria, and has only limited resources or 
 interests to do more than that, though it is very engaged in making sure that its 
 neighboring states do not slip into the Western orbit any more than has already 
 taken place. Russia’s view of the friendship or hostility of its neighbors is a vital 
 interest, unlike Washington’s involvement in the region. 

 Nevertheless, the U.S. Foreign Policy establishment, largely under the control of 
 neocons and their associated think tanks, has succeeded in depicting President 
 Vladimir Putin and his government as totalitarian monsters when they move 
 troops within their own borders. 

 The notorious Victoria Nuland, Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, 
 recently warned  after a NATO ministerial meeting that, 

 “All of the NATO allies were in solidarity with Ukraine today and making 
 clear that we are resolute in supporting [its] independence, and we are 
 also resolute in sending the message to Moscow that if it moves again to 
 internally destabilize Ukraine or use its forces to enter the country that it 
 will be met with high impact economic measures the likes of which we 
 have not used before from all of us.” 
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 Another recent  ridiculous proposal  by Barack Obama’s  incompetent 
 Ambassador to Russia Michael McFaul has the U.S. deterring Russia by 
 increasing sanctions while also entering into a virtual military alliance with 
 Ukraine, which, if anything would provoke rather than deter a war. 

 The U.S. media, which could argue against such precipitate action, has gone 
 along with the charade, misrepresenting Russian action vis-à-vis Ukraine, and 
 supporting American and NATO military provocations in the Black Sea and 
 Baltic. Unfortunately, the relentless propaganda campaign has been effective 
 with fully half  of the U.S. public willing to commit  American soldiers to “defend” 
 Ukraine. 

 Some Congressmen are already on board with poking the Russian bear, actually 
 calling for U.S. combat troops to be  stationed in  the Ukraine  to deter Moscow. 
 Secretary of State Tony Blinken has  recently warned  Russia  “not to make a 
 serious mistake” over Ukraine. 

 Why? Maybe because Washington spent $5 billion to overthrow Ukraine’s 
 existing government in 2014 and the country now has a Jewish head of state 
 and both its economy and government are largely in the hands of Jewish-Israeli 
 oligarchs. It is the usual tie that binds, and then there is also the Hunter Biden 
 “gets rich in Ukraine” back story which benefits from being hidden by the status 
 quo. 

 But China, which has of late risen to the top of the enemies’ chart, is a bit harder 
 to understand. China is a legitimate global competitor with an economy now 
 estimated to be larger than that of the U.S., but it has never suggested in any 
 way that it wants a war. 

 Against that, President Biden  has declared that  the  United States has a 
 “commitment” to defend Taiwan if China should attempt to retake control of the 
 island. If that conflict were to come about and the U.S. engages in a 
 conventional war against Beijing, it would find that the Chinese have 
 considerable advantages in that they would be fighting on interior lines while the 
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 modern hypersonic missile technologies that they would deploy could devastate 
 obsolete American aircraft carrier battle groups. 

 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Mark Milley  has described  the new 
 Chinese missiles as “very concerning” and “very close” to being a “Sputnik 
 moment,” when a panicked U.S. accelerated its arms and space races against 
 the Soviet Union in 1957. 

 And one should not forget that China is a major trading partner with the United 
 States, producing many consumer items that are no longer manufactured in 
 America. Beijing also holds tens of billions of dollars-worth of U.S. Treasury 
 bonds. If two countries ever had good reasons not to go to war it would be 
 China and the U.S., but the threats coming mostly from Washington have been 
 nearly continuous ever since President Barack Obama initiated his tilt to Asia. 

 The complete ineptness of U.S. diplomacy also contributes to the sense of 
 threat. Logically, Washington should be playing off Russia against China to 
 diminish any danger of war against two hostile great powers but instead it has 
 chosen to antagonize both of them. Whether the Europeans and the South 
 Koreans and Japanese will follow the U.S. on its march to oblivion is debatable. 

 One of the curious aspects of the news coming out of the White House, 
 Pentagon and Foggy Bottom is just how hypocritical it all is. Witness for 
 example  the groupthink assessment made by General  Milley  , who said “We’re 
 witnessing one of the largest shifts in global geo-strategic power the world has 
 witnessed. They [the Chinese] are clearly challenging us regionally and their 
 aspiration is to challenge the United States globally.” 

 Milley is saying that China in particular, and Russia and Iran as well, cannot 
 develop military technologies and take other steps to defend themselves without 
 Washington’s permission. The absurdity of that position should be obvious to 
 everyone, but it has apparently not yet become clear to those in power in 
 Washington. 

 Visit  here  for more from Philip M. Giraldi 
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 TRENDS IN SURVIVALISM 

 HANDGUN, KNIFE AND STICK 

 by  Bradley J. Steiner  ,  American Combato 

 They are the most useful and effective personal weapons. Yet how many who 
 train in martial arts today for self-defense recognize this, and are enthusiastic 
 students of these weapons? Not too many. 

 “Weapons of the martial arts” are customarily thought to be nunchucks, the nine 
 foot pole, the manriki-gusari, the sai, the tonfa, of course the sword, and, among 
 other implements, the scythe-ball-and-chain. 

 Those who study Chinese systems of ancient ch’uan fa (“kung fu”) may be 
 exposed to dozens of different weapons… chain weapons, steel, wooden, 
 edged, and throwing. 

 All to the good for those solely concerned with classical training. But for modern 
 use it is absurd to practice with the antiquated martial arts weapons. 
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 It is absurd because it takes an enormous amount of time to become proficient 
 with these weapons, and none of them are as practically adaptable to the 
 exigencies of modern violent combat as modern weapons are! 

 And yes, we agree that some of the classical weapons may be employed by 
 experts in modern situations. But, for that matter, a horse and buggy may be 
 employed in modern society, also… but a quality motor vehicle is—hands 
 down—far superior, and a much wiser choice. 

 Over the years we have heard vehement criticism of firearms and fighting knives 
 (not so much of stick weapons) by high ranking ju-jutsu and karate teachers. 
 One teacher whom we respect enormously in regard to some matters pertaining 
 to practical individual combat—i.e. the late Bruce Tegnér—we believe should 
 have known better! In so many ways he was ahead of his time, yet in regard to 
 weapons for self-defense he only acknowledged the stick as being, according to 
 himself, “acceptable”. As though there was something wrong with using a 
 fighting knife or combat pistol to stop a would-be murderer! 

 Many, many people (i.e. the very young, the very old, the disabled, the injured, 
 the sick, the very small and weak, etc.) need weapons to protect themselves. 
 Even a young, well-trained student of practical combatives who is in hard 
 training and in great shape, physically, would be a fool not to employ a weapon 
 when confronted by multiple attackers, an armed assailant, a sudden home 
 invasion or car-jacking, etc. 

 And, despite the popular nonsense that would have everyone believing that 
 women in general “can do anything in combat that men can do” (utter 
 BULLSHIT) we would like to see young ladies receive training in modern 
 weapons when they reach adolescence. 

 Yes, there are some young women who, like some young men, are irresponsible 
 and cannot be trusted because of poor impulse control, possibly also 
 psychopathic tendencies. We wouldn’t teach them. But a young girl (or boy) who 
 is home alone (say fourteen years of age, or around that) could easily defend 
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 against a home invasion or physical attack if she possessed proficiency with 
 firearms. 

 Without a gun what chance would the statistically average teenage girl have 
 against two or three grownup male scumbags who broke into her home when 
 her parents were away? Even if they were unarmed and she was a black belt in 
 some martial art, she would not stand a chance if they decided to attack and 
 rape and possibly kill her. 

 Knives—and we are referring to combat knives, here—are legitimate, effective, 
 highly desirable modern weapons. In police state societies such as NYC, where 
 only the well-connected, rich, and politically approved, stand any chance of 
 obtaining a general carry permit for a handgun, keeping a few razor sharp 
 fighting knives around the house or apartment is a damn good idea. 

 Certainly better than being completely unarmed, grabbing a fighting knife with 
 which he had proficiency would be a lot better for someone confronted by a 
 break-in; at least his chances of successfully saving himself and perhaps his 
 family would be better than they would be if all he had were his unarmed skills. 

 Knives designed for combat may not be carried on the person in most if not all 
 cities in America, but as far as we know it is legal to keep such knives in your 
 home. 

 Sticks are outstanding weapons. Japan’s greatest swordsman, Miyamoto 
 Musashi, was defeated only by one warrior, and that warrior used a stick versus 
 Musashi’s sword! It was more-or-less a “friendly duel”, but Musashi got the 
 point. Thereafter he carried two bokken (i.e. wooden swords) which proved 
 superior to the actual steel sword. 

 No one in his right mind would walk the streets where he lives carrying two 
 bokken; but carrying a good hardwood walking stick (we like the Irish or English 
 blackthornes) is sensible. 
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 Four or five serious hours of training with a good walking stick will place in your 
 hands the ability to beat someone twice your size and three times your strength 
 to a helpless pudding! It also will give you a far better chance of defending 
 against a knife wielding attacker than you’d have with only your bare hands. 

 The old yawara hand stick, although not useful for self-defense by employing 
 the classical skills associated with that weapon, is a formidable self defense 
 weapon when utilized with the kinds of techniques we teach in American 
 Combato. 

 And, sticks of all lengths and kinds may be found or improvised virtually 
 everywhere. Thus, when you master quality combat stick skills you are prepared 
 to seize any stick or stick-like weapon and go up against a dangerous enemy 
 with a real advantage. 

 If you are uninterested in the sport of so-called “competitive combat shooting” 
 then waste no time or money on an expensive shooting school. You need learn 
 only point shooting and become familiar with use of sights shooting for rare, rare 
 occasions when it might be effective. 

 The chapters in  Kill Or Get Killed  will teach you  how to use a handgun in 
 combat.  Shooting To Live  , by Fairbairn and Sykes is  also a valuable reference, 
 and the excellent classic  Quick Or Dead  , by William  Cassidy is an indispensable 
 reference. 

 Before self-teaching combat shooting via the study of what these publications 
 offer, you should take a handgun familiarization, handling, and safety course. Do 
 not just go out and buy a gun. Learn thoroughly how to safely and correctly 
 handle and fire a sidearm; then make an informed choice about the weapon you 
 wish to purchase, and train with supreme caution and care. 

 A good teacher can train you in real world close combat/self-defense shooting 
 with a handgun inside of ten hours. Many will learn within two hours of quality 
 instruction. 
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 Weapons are integral to American Combato (Jen•Do•Tao), and whether you are 
 a student of our System or not, if you are concerned about real world 
 self-defense, weapons should become integral to your training and preparation. 
 Exclusively training in unarmed skills will at best give you confidence and ability 
 to use your unarmed combat in situations where a weapon is not needed. 

 However, in close combat and emergency self-defense situations, weapons are 
 needed. Do not deceive yourself in this regard. 
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 TRENDS IN TECHNOCRACY 

 By  Joe Doran 

 RESET, REMAKE AND BUILD BACK BETTER: SCIENTIFIC MARXISM 

 Funny how many of the same people who rail against “man-made” climate 
 change have no problem with scientists charging headlong into synthetic 
 biology, transhumanism, Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) and dangerous 
 gain-of-function viral experiments. 

 Though some may claim to be bound by “ethics” and regulatory frameworks, 
 disturbing stories on an almost daily basis are signaling that average people 
 have very little say in what scientists and technocrats are doing. 

 One recent sensational report concerned “Xenobots.” These so-called organic 
 robots, assembled from stem cells from a certain species of African frog, were 
 originally created in 2020. 
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 Now researchers from the University of Vermont, Tufts University, and Harvard 
 University's Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering have used 
 Artificial Intelligence to design Xenobots that can self-replicate. 

 The computer-designed and hand-assembled organisms can swim out into their 
 tiny dish, find single cells, gather hundreds of them, and assemble "baby" 
 Xenobots inside their Pac-Man-shaped "mouth"—that, a few days later, become 
 new Xenobots that look and move exactly like themselves. 

 The new Xenobots can then go out and discover cells to replicate themselves. 
 Time and time again. 

 This type of organic self-reproduction has never previously been seen in nature. 

 The team behind the experiments released a  video  of  the phenomen. 

 Asked about the risks of creating novel self-replicating organisms, one of the 
 lead researchers dismissed concerns. Computer scientist Joshua Bongard of 
 UVM assured the world that his team’s research was vetted by federal, state and 
 institutional ethics experts. 

 “[Xenobots] are not what keep me awake at night. What presents risk is the next 
 pandemic; accelerating ecosystem damage from pollution; intensifying threats 
 from climate change.” 

 Of course, Bongard’s defense failed to note that many now believe that the 
 COVID virus was man-made, originating at a Wuhan China biolab via 
 controversial gain-of-function experiments funded in part by Anthony Fauci. 

 Scientists like Bongard confer upon themselves a moral authority to conduct 
 virtually any research they desire. They always cite purported goals to improve 
 the world in one way or another, and never mention incentives like money or 
 professional glory. 
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 Some do espouse ideological goals, couched in woke language including 
 “equity,” “sustainability,” and “climate emergency.” 

 Beyond particulars, a more general mindset has subsumed current science. 
 Particulars might vary. But there is a remarkable convergence around the idea 
 that natural humans and even the natural world itself can and must be remade. 

 Science has claimed a new moral imperative to do so. 

 The Hubris of Scientists Metastasizing 

 It’s not uncommon these days to hear of scientists creating “meat” from fungi, 
 introducing human genetic material into monkees, and designing killer robots 
 that may soon outperform even those most elite of human soldiers. 

 Scientists are no longer content with incrementally increasing knowledge, or 
 devising technologies that offer greater efficiencies or improvements to people. 

 There is a radical ethos, which claims that everything must be remade to deal 
 with dire emergencies that stem from the existence and proclivities of humans. 

 A recent World Economics Forum (WEF)  profile  of the  field of synthetic biology 
 highlights the mindset: 

 “Synthetic biology is an emerging field which applies engineering 
 principles to the design and modification of living systems, thus 
 underpinning and accelerating technological advances with clear potential 
 to provide impact at scale to the global economy. Manufacturers are 
 turning towards this method to efficiently produce high performance, 
 sustainable products.” 

 In other words, the entire genome of organic life on earth is open to tampering 
 and modification by scientists. 
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 By their own admission, they won't lose a wink of sleep worrying about the 
 ramifications of their activities, because like all zealots, they have a hubris which 
 comes with moral certitude about their purposes. 

 One scientist, Dr. Jenny Molloy of the University of Cambridge, was asked in the 
 WEF profile, “What is the most exciting new development in synthetic biology? 
 What global challenge does this address?” 

 Molloy, a Senior Research Associate at the Department of Chemical Engineering 
 and Biotechnology, answered: 

 “I’d say the ability to de novo synthesize DNA at scale and precisely edit it. 
 When I was trying to genetically engineer mosquitoes, constructing DNA 
 modules was laborious and it was really a roll of the dice as to where in the 
 genome that DNA would end up. Having more affordable ways to write as 
 well as read DNA with increased elegance, precision editing of CRISPR 
 has enabled exciting advances to address so many global challenges: 
 from drug discovery to crop improvement.” 

 When I was trying to genetically engineer mosquitos.  One might inquire, who 
 conferred to Molloy or anyone else the right to genetically alter and “engineer” 
 any natural species? 

 The answer certainly isn’t the masses of average people living on earth. 

 The hubris of current science can be seen in countless current imperatives. 
 Banning combustion engines, mandating “carbon allowances,” jettisoning 
 Constitutionally protected rights and freedoms, outlawing criticism of “science,” 
 and altering definitions of “men” and “women,” or what constitutes a vaccine, 
 are all symptoms of that hubris. 

 But even radically remaking society is hardly the endpoint. 

 Redesigning nature itself, including humanness, is the new grail for the 
 “innovations” of science. 
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 Organic Abel and Silicon Cain 

 Scientists wield more practical technological power than ever before. 

 But it’s not destined to last. Technological power won’t be going away. But 
 rather human control over it will be one more thing piled on the ash heap of 
 history. 

 Scientists call it the “singularity.” 

 Janet Adams is the Chief Operating Officer at SingularityNET, a blockchain 
 initiative devoted to advancing Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), or the ability 
 of machine intelligence to think like humans. 

 Adams noted in a recent interview: 

 “Robots with extremely human-like appearance and behaviour would 
 be a very likely consequence of a Technological Singularity, but this may 
 not be as fundamental an advance as superhuman reasoning, thinking and 
 learning ability.” 

 While SingularityNET and trade tech companies like Google and Amazon are 
 hyper-focused on AI brains, other companies like Ameca in the UK are creating 
 super-realistic  bodies  for AI minds to occupy. 

 A  New York Post  article this past week profiled the  company and their eerie 
 showcase product. According to Ameca, their android is designed to “strike an 
 instant rapport with anybody” due to its personlike nature: 

 “Human-like artificial intelligence needs a human-like artificial body… 
 Ameca is intended as a cloud-connected platform to test artificial 
 intelligence and machine learning systems. The robot’s congeniality makes 
 it “the perfect platform to develop interaction between us humans and any 
 metaverse or digital realm,” the company stated. Owners can “gain access 
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 to all the robots [sic] data, control it as [their] personal avatar, animate and 
 simulate, all available from anywhere in the world.” 

 As the  Trends Journal  has previously detailed, the  U.S. military has its own 
 military robotics programs, focused on designing highly lethal, potentially 
 independently acting machines. 

 Adams at SingularityNET and other scientists admit that machines with 
 capabilities to war with and supersede humankind are a possible outcome of 
 current initiatives. 

 She posits that “self-aware” robots will deserve to be accorded the same rights 
 to existence as humans. And she envisions AGI beings and humans working it 
 out together: 

 “The day an AGI or robot declares that it is self-aware and screams out 
 that it wants equal rights, it’s going to be tough for most humans to 
 hard-heartedly ignore that…” 

 “Legal, economic and cultural systems will need to adapt radically and 
 rapidly to accommodate the new realities opened up by the various 
 Singularitarian technologies on the horizon. In the end the new rules will be 
 made by humans and AGIs working together.” 

 Like the field of synthetic biology, scientists working on “singularity” 
 technologies literally have no compunction about assigning themselves the 
 moral imperative to introduce radical and potentially catastrophic innovations to 
 the world. 

 Again, many of these same scientists are on the forefront bemoaning the 
 destructive effects of man-made climate change and the fact that humans are 
 still allowed to burn coal, gas and firewood. 

 Scientists often paint views concerning the outcomes of their unbound pursuits 
 which can be charitably described as naive. 
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 Speaking about super intelligent and physically super-human robots, Adams 
 imagines that treating them with kindness is the surest remedy for avoiding their 
 potential wrath. She drew an example from the sci-fi series  Westworld  to make 
 her point: 

 “The key lesson of  Westworld  is that if we want our  human-level AGI 
 robots to treat us in a beneficial way, we should probably treat them in a 
 beneficial way. This is not exactly a surprising or advanced 
 conclusion—the most likely route to beneficial AGI is to ensconce 
 early-stage evolving AGI minds in mutual compassion, aid, love and 
 co-creation with human beings.” 

 Of course, there’s virtually no science to corroborate Adam’s “unsurprising” 
 conclusion that applying the golden rule to superior robots will ensure human 
 salvation. 

 If machines outstrip humans in intelligence and other attributes that correlate 
 with survival, who is to say how they will consider or treat humanity? 

 Maybe they will be content to benignly create and sustain a utopian playpen for 
 future humanity. 

 Does that sound plausible? 

 When has a superior form of life on earth ever subjugated itself meekly to a 
 lower form? 

 Many singularist minded scientists hope for genetic improvements and a 
 merging with machines that will constitute a new age of transhumanism. 

 Again, there is virtually no science that can predict such an outcome, let alone 
 coherently argue how or why that would represent an advance for humanity. 
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 Machines may well consider the human genome something to be tinkered with 
 to augment their abilities, not vice versa. 

 Then there’s the thorny question of God and Heaven. 

 Sentient machines may calculate to a near certainty that neither exists. 

 But near certainty is not complete certainty. 

 What if that remaining sliver of doubt gnaws at our silicon bettors? 

 What if a sentient intelligence asks the question, why should souls, the 
 perfection of heaven, and admittance to the presence of the majesty of God be 
 reserved to organic Abel, who is so far inferior to ourselves? 

 What will silicon Cain do then? 

 For related stories, see: 

 ●  “THE ‘PROGRESS’ OF LEAVING HUMANS BEHIND”  (1 Jun 2021) 
 ●  “SINGULARITY UNIVERSITY: FUELING AI ASCENDANCE”  (3  Aug 2021) 
 ●  “‘BIO-PHARMA’ PROFITING OFF A TRANSHUMAN FUTURE”  (27  Jul 

 2021) 

 THIS WEEK IN SURVEILLANCE 

 INDIA’S VAST DATA NETWORK ENDS 
 PRIVACY FOR 1.3 BILLION PEOPLE. 
 India now leads the world in digital 
 payments, registering 25.5 billion of them in 
 2020, compared to 15.7 billion in China and 
 a mere 1.2 billion in the U.S., according to 

 ACI Worldwide, a digital payments technology company. 
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 To use the payment system, an Indian must register with Aadhaar, the country’s 
 electronic ID system, and be assigned a unique 12-digit ID code. 

 The new ID system and convenience of buying digitally has boosted the number 
 of digital bank accounts and mobile phone ownership, the  Financial Times 
 reported. 

 About 92 percent of people have the cards, the government estimates. 

 “Aadhaar has laid the foundation for the digital transformation of the entire 
 society,” Nandan Nilekani, who chairs India’s Infosys technology conglomerate 
 and helped design the system, told the  FT  . 

 “People are finally realizing the ID is a method of empowerment,” he said. 

 But it doesn’t empower only individuals. 

 To get an Aadhaar card, each Indian must present a photo, be fingerprinted, and 
 go through an iris scan. 

 The unique ID helps individuals navigate government bureaucracy and is now 
 used for everything from school enrollments to hospital admissions, the  FT 
 noted. 

 Corporations also are tapping the data. 

 In a 2019 report called  Dissent on Aadhaar  , 15 lawyers,  academics, and 
 technologists parsed not only the system’s drawbacks but also its threats. 

 Glitches in Aadhaar can attach mistaken information to a person’s account, 
 rippling that mistake through the person’s financial accounts, government 
 records, and other databases, leaving the person helpless to repair the damage, 
 the report said. 
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 More broadly, “the Aadhaar project is a perversion of the constructive purpose 
 of technology” and leaves the individual in danger of becoming “subservient to 
 the needs of society,” Reetika Khera, the study’s lead author, warned. 

 The  Financial Times  was more pointed in its criticism. 

 “Perhaps the greatest—if, as yet, unrealized—concern about Aadhaar is that it 
 has enabled the piecemeal construction of the infrastructure for mass 
 surveillance,” columnist John Thornhill wrote on 12 November. 

 Although Aadhaar is voluntary, it has, in practice, become mandatory to access 
 a range of services and opportunities, leaving Indians little choice but to enter 
 the system. 

 “By linking biometric and demographic data from centralized public and private 
 databases, it has become increasingly feasible for an authoritarian government 
 to surveil its citizens’ lives,” Thornhill pointed out. 

 —article by Ben Daviss 

 TRENDPOST:  It has long been common for stores to issue  loyalty cards that 
 customers can use to amass points convertible to discounts or free 
 merchandise. However, registering for those cards gives the merchant 
 permission to share your personal information and purchase history with a range 
 of other companies. 

 Debit and credit cards give financial companies a history of what you buy and 
 where, profiling you to pitch ads tailored to your interests, just as search engines 
 do. 

 India’s Aadhaar system expands that net that holds your personal financial 
 information to include biometric details and digital trails to your medical records 
 and other key details. 
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 With these vast networks in place to collect and centralize data, we are giant 
 steps closer to governments being able to examine every aspect of your 
 life—what books and news sources you buy or subscribe to, what political or 
 social causes you support, who you call or text, what messages you send. 

 MICROCHIP YOUR CAT, SAYS FERAL UK.  The government  of the United 
 Kingdom has announced a mandatory microchipping program for domestic 
 cats. Those pushing the measure say they want to make it simpler to reconnect 
 missing pets with their owners. 

 But pet licensing, revenue raising, and even normalizing human microchipping 
 are all pretty plainly connected to the incremental abuse of authority embedded 
 in the dictate. 

 Those who refuse to have their cat injected with a chip risk penalties of up to 
 £500. 

 The Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs announced the 
 microchipping proposal on Saturday. According to the government, the initiative 
 has enormous popular support, with "99 percent of people" supporting 
 mandatory microchipping of pet cats. 

 “Cats are much-loved parts of our families and making sure that they’re 
 microchipped is the best possible way of making sure that you are reunited with 
 them if they are ever lost or stolen,” Animal Welfare Minister Lord Goldsmith 
 commented about the microchipping in a statement. 

 The supposed nearly complete support begs the question why such a popular 
 measure would need to be mandatory or carry heavy fines for noncompliance. 

 British cat charities expressed support for the scheme. Jacqui Cuff of Cats 
 Protection’s Advocacy & Government Relations, said: 
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 “Microchipping is by far the most effective and quickest way of identifying 
 lost cats and can help ease the pressure on rescue charities like Cats 
 Protection. Without a microchip, a lost cat will most likely end up being 
 rehomed to a new home as there is often no trace of their original owner.” 
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 TRENDS IN CRYPTOS 

 A MOVIE STUDIO ON THE BLOCKCHAIN 

 Neils Juul, the executive producer of Martin Scorsese's  The Irishman  , has 
 launched a new firm with the goal of using NFT sales to finance Hollywood films, 
 according to  The Hollywood Reporter  . 

 "NFT Studios" already has its first project in the works, a comedy-drama film 
 called "A Wing and a Prayer.” 

 The film will tell the true tale of Brian Melton, who in 1998 became the first man 
 to fly around the world in an ultralight aircraft. The film will have A-list stars and 
 will be filmed in Malta and London by April of next year. 

 Non-Fungible Tokens can be used within blockchain ecosystems to assign 
 fractional ownership rights to anything, whether digital or real world. 

 Via smart contracts, or pieces of software that execute automatically, tokenized 
 profits from sales, tickets, etc, can be distributed to wallets of those who own a 
 piece of a work via an NFT. 
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 “We are in the middle of a great transition in the entertainment business where 
 traditional ways of film funding and ownership are being uprooted due to the 
 rapid rise of streamers and other digital platforms,” Juul told the  Reporter  about 
 his initiative. 

 The  Trends Journal  has detailed emerging industry  use cases of NFTs in stories 
 including  “ONE OF A KIND: THE WORLD OF NFTs”  (10 Aug  2021), 
 “METAVERSE GAMING HITS BILLION DOLLAR PAYDIRT WITH AXIE INFINITY” 
 (5 Oct 2021) and  “TIPPING POINT: AWARENESS”  (22 Jun  2021). 

 VENTURE CAPITALISTS PILE ONTO CRYPTO CRAZE 

 Venture capitalists have plowed more than 
 $27 billion worldwide into 
 cryptocurrency-related start-ups this year 
 as of 1 December, more than in the entire 
 previous 10 years combined, according to 
 data service Pitchbook. 

 Much of the funding has come from the investment arms of crypto companies 
 themselves, whose success depends on the crypto ecosystem continuing to 
 grow,  The New York Times  noted. 

 For example, crypto exchange FTX raised $1 billion earlier this year. Paradigm, a 
 venture fund run by Coinbase co-founder Fred Ehrsam, was a backer. 

 Sam Bankman-Fried, FTX’s founder, operates Alameda Research Ventures, 
 which led an August funding round for Trust Token, a stablecoin start-up. The 
 round included Andreesen Horowitz, an early backer of Coinbase. 
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 In this year’s third quarter Coinbase Ventures, a division of the U.S.-based 
 Coinbase Global, made more venture capital investments than any other VC 
 firm, according to CB Insights. 

 The investment spree is part of a long game in which “return isn’t the primary 
 metric by which we measure the success of Coinbase Ventures,” CEO Shan 
 Aggarwal told the  NYT  . 

 Instead, Coinbase and other crypto businesses envision blockchain technology, 
 which is the platform for most digital assets, creating a new version of the 
 Internet and eventually dethroning today’s giant tech firms. 

 “We see a world where the best-start-ups of tomorrow are all built on Web3 
 blockchain infrastructure,” Aggarwal said, using the industry’s term for a 
 decentralized Internet. “That’s the future we’re building.” 

 SEC PUSH TO REGULATE CRYPTO 

 Speaking together at last week’s Digital 
 Asset Compliance and Market Integrity 
 Summit, two chairs of the U.S. Securities 
 and Exchange Commission (SEC) agreed 
 that cryptocurrencies should fall under 
 federal regulations. 

 Jay Clayton, SEC chair in the Trump administration, interviewed current chair 
 Gary Gensler. 

 When Clayton asked Gensler if the SEC plans to regulate crypto, Gensler said, “I 
 don’t think you mind if I quote you back to you.” 

 Gensler then reiterated Clayton’s past view that digital currencies are created 
 largely to make money for their creators, which places them within “the 
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 time-tested definitions of an investment contract and are thus under the 
 securities law,” Gensler said. 

 Clayton agreed, adding “and any other of the array of definitions of a security in 
 addition.” 

 Their agreement strengthens the view held by many observers that 
 cryptocurrencies that do not register with the SEC violate the law and could be 
 subject to lawsuits or prosecution. 

 The cryptocurrency industry strongly opposes the view that crypto is a security. 

 There is general agreement that not every crypto is a security. For example, 
 Bitcoin is considered a commodity because many people around the globe mine 
 it. 

 However, both Clayton and Gensler focused on the “asymmetry of information” 
 between the creators of a crypto and those who buy it. 
 The chairs believe certain disclosures about the offerings should be mandated. 

 Gensler warned of what he called “a spill in Aisle 3,” referring to the possibility of 
 a well-publicized crash or scandal surrounding a currency that would prompt 
 public outcry for regulation. 

 He also cited the risks of stablecoins, cryptos that tie their values to a hard 
 asset, such as a national currency. In some cases, stablecoin purveyors have 
 lacked the quality or quantity of the backing asset that they have claimed. 

 Public outcry also could arise from “a lot of the investing public getting hurt 
 either by fraudsters or by good-faith actors who are promoting and raising 
 money” without providing “full and fair disclosures,” Gensler said. 

 Since leaving the SEC, Clayton has become an advisor to crypto-related 
 businesses. Gensler taught courses in cryptocurrency and blockchain 
 technology at MIT before heading the SEC. 
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 TREND FORECAST:  The SEC permitting Bitcoin ETFs (  “Bitcoin  ETFs in Prep as 
 SEC Highlights Path to Approval,”  24 Aug 2021) has  been the crucial step that 
 legitimizes oversight and regulation of other cryptocurrencies. 

 Indeed, we have written extensively and long forecasted the ups and downs of 
 crypto currency trends. 

 Despite the SEC talk, the anti-crypto threat in the U.S. and Europe will lessen as 
 more banks, businesses and investment funds go crypto, thus, the upward 
 crypto trends, especially bitcoin, will continue to gain momentum. 

 And as we have reported, El Salvador, in a partnership with Blockstream, a 
 digital assets infrastructure company based in Canada, has announced plans to 
 issue $1 billion in bitcoin backed bonds next year. Part of the funds will be used 
 to build a “Bitcoin City that will have no income, property or capital gain taxes.” 

 Therefore, while there are government movements to regulate cryptocurrencies, 
 other countries, states and cities will be moving to become a Top 2022 Trend 
 (see  “CRYPTO CAPITOL: WALL STREET 2.O”  ). 

 CRYPTO.COM MOVES INTO U.S. MARKET 

 The Singapore-based Crypto.com digital 
 currency exchange will pay $216 million to 
 take over IG Group’s stake in the North 
 American Derivatives Exchange and in 
 Small Exchange, a futures platform for 
 retail traders, the  Financial Times  reported. 

 Both exchanges will be folded into the Crypto.com organization but both CEOs 
 will remain in place, the company said. 
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 The purchases will allow Crypto.com to begin offering crypto derivatives in the 
 tightly-regulated U.S. market and “give our customers access to an entirely new 
 set of financial tools to complement our current offering,” CEO Kris Marszalek 
 told the  FT  . 

 The sale will close during the first half of 2022 if regulators permit it, the  FT  said. 

 Crypto.com began operating in 2016, is privately owned, and has about 3,000 
 employees worldwide, the company said, noting that its revenues have grown 
 20-fold this year as the crypto market exploded. 

 Crypto.com attracted notice in November when it paid $700 million to rename 
 the Staples Center, Los Angeles’ primary sports arena, after itself  (see  “Crypto 
 Firms Buying Naming Rights to Sports Palaces,”  23  Nov 2021). 

 BLOCKCHAIN BATTLES 

 SQUARE BECOMES BLOCK.  First it was 
 Facebook trying to catch the blockchain 
 tech wave with an announcement that it 
 would change its name to Meta. 

 Now Jack Dorsey’s Square, a payments 
 and and point-of-sale company focused 

 on small entrepreneurs is changing its name to Block. 

 The change reflects an intention to integrate crypto capabilities more seamlessly 
 and centrically into its products. 

 “We built the Square brand for our Seller business, which is where it belongs,” 
 said Dorsey. “'Block' is a new name, but our purpose of economic 
 empowerment remains the same. No matter how we grow or change, we will 
 continue to build tools to help increase access to the economy.” 
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 Dorsey, also known as a founder and long-time CEO of Twitter, recently stepped 
 down from that position. 

 Given Twitter’s growing penchant along with other big tech companies over the 
 years to ratchet up censorship on their platforms, Dorsey’s support of 
 cryptocurrencies might seem strange to many. 

 After all, permissionless blockchains like Bitcoin, Ethereum and many others 
 were designed to be highly resistant to censorship as far as participants, and the 
 ability of central authorities to shut their networks down. 

 Dorsey’s crypto enthusiasm appears to be based on financial understanding 
 which doesn’t extend to political considerations. 

 The  Trends Journal  previously signaled Dorsey’s thoughts  on cryptos and 
 future direction in  “DORSEY AND ELON (BACK) ON BITCOIN  BANDWAGON” 
 (27 Jul 2021) and  “DEFI ON BITCOIN BEING DEVELOPED  BY SQUARE”  (20 Jul 
 2021). 

 Way before that, the  Trends Journal  profiled Dorsey’s  likely future in  “Farewell 
 to cash”  (11 May 2016), while voicing concerns that  a cashless society would 
 allow big tech companies and governments to more comprehensively surveill 
 and censor populations: 

 “But PayPal, and especially Apple Pay, are immense parts of the millennial 
 experience. Ultimately, this generation is comprised of digital creatures, 
 and they’re now frequently using online wallet services—such as PayPal, 
 Apple Pay and Google Wallet, and mobile-payment services such as 
 Square—to purchase goods and services. Square, co-founded by Twitter 
 founder Jack Dorsey, was valued at $2.9 billion upon going public in 2015. 
 Despite its initial deflation and failed partnership with Starbucks, Square 
 can be found at most every Main Street millennial hangout, like coffee 
 shops, breweries and bars. It’s a familiar system and brand among 
 millennials.” 
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 GENSLER AVOIDS SPECIFICS BY SAYING CRYPTO REGULATION 
 DEPENDS ON SPECIFICS.  Gary Gensler, the chairman of  the Securities and 
 Exchange Commission, has remained enigmatic about new crypto token advice. 

 It’s not a stance that has helped the crypto sector, which has been asking for 
 clarity about the U.S. government’s positions regarding cryptos. 

 Following Gensler’s appearance at a Senate Banking Committee hearing in 
 September, Senator Pat Toomey (R-PA) followed up with questions for the SEC 
 head. 

 Specifically, Toomey, the top Republican on the Committee, asked Gensler to 
 "identify the specific characteristics that distinguish a cryptocurrency that is a 
 security from one that has been deemed a commodity." 

 Gensler responded that the SEC doesn't need to decide which crypto assets are 
 and aren't securities, since existing laws and court judgments have established 
 broad bounds that allow the agency latitude in deciding on a case-by-case 
 basis. 

 To say Gensler’s position leaves uncertainty in a sector would be an 
 understatement. 

 Many believe lack of clarity remains a significant drag on what otherwise shows 
 signs of being a once-in-a-generation transformative technology. 

 In answering Toomey, Gensler was content to cite the latitude he believes 
 current laws provide: 

 "Thus it depends upon the particular facts and circumstances, whether 
 any particular financial instrument, including a crypto asset, is being 
 offered or sold as a security." 
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 As reported by theblockcrypto.com, Gensler, also avoided a question about 
 whether a dollar-backed stablecoin with reserves in FDIC-insured U.S. banks 
 would be considered a security. 

 Toomey commented on Gensler’s post-hearing responses: “Chairman Gensler’s 
 failure to provide clear rules of the road for cryptocurrencies underscores the 
 need for Congress to act.” 

 CRYPTO-BACKED BONDS COME TO WALL STREET.  Goldman Sachs  is one 
 of a handful of tier-one US banks finding out how to utilize bitcoin as collateral 
 for cash loans to institutions, according to Coindesk.com. 

 “We’ve probably spoken to half a dozen big banks about [bitcoin-backed 
 loans],” one source told the crypto news outlet. “Some of them are in the next 
 three to six months category and some are further out. What’s interesting is 
 some of these banks will use their own balance sheet to make the loan. Others 
 will syndicate this out.” 

 Banks like Goldman Sachs will avoid bitcoin spot markets in favor of crypto 
 products like futures. Banks are studying methods to follow the same route of 
 not directly handling bitcoin, instead emulating tri-party repo type agreements (a 
 means of borrowing cash by selling securities with a commitment to buy them, 
 including a third-party agent). 

 Sources said it's an opportunity that will pave the way for more integrated crypto 
 prime brokerage services in the future. It's also a continuation of Wall Street's 
 increasing accommodation and adoption of cryptocurrencies as an asset class. 

 FLASHBACK 2018: CELENTE ON CRYPTOS.  Another wild year  of cryptos 
 played out more in general public awareness in 2021 than ever. 

 That’s because, up or down, the widespread disruptive implications and use 
 cases of cryptos constantly brewed to the top of the news. 
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 Trends Journal  readers who were paying attention in  June 2018 had a heads up 
 on where it all was going. 

 As Gerald Celente noted in  “Cryptomania Cash-In”  : 

 What Dimon, Buffet and other high-profile critics of cryptocurrencies 
 continually sidestep is the Globalnomic® perspective. 

 And as we have forecast, cryptocurrency's growth, despite a turbulent 
 path to legitimacy, is inevitable. It is a key dynamic of the 21st century's 
 financial revolution, and the evolution of the high-tech world that was 
 unimaginable in the 20th century. 

 Trends are born, they grow, mature, reach old age and die. Cryptos are still 
 in their infancy. Thus, how fast they grow and what they will look like when 
 they grow up cannot yet be fully determined. 

 And, anyone claiming to be an "expert" in the field is no more than a 
 participant in its evolution, since tracking trends is an understanding of 
 where we are and how we got here, determining where we are going. And 
 the "how we got here" phase has no true history yet, since it is being 
 shaped right now. 

 What is being shaped, and what will sustain and help escalate crypto 
 growth is that in this techno era, more nations will go cashless. And, cash 
 is not part of the new world order for millennials and the generations to 
 follow. Cryptos are a high finance reflection of the acceptance of 
 cashlessness. 

 Also, a key dynamic behind the birth of Bitcoin for example, is the 
 millennial core distrust of fiat currencies. For them, digital currencies are 
 what gold was for baby boomers: Their version of a safe haven asset. 
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 TRENDS IN THE COVID WAR 

 HEIL WILHELM: NO RELIGIOUS FREEDOM, MORE MANDATES, SCREW 
 THE CONSTITUTION 

 Freedom of religion has been assaulted in New York City. The taxpayers must do 
 what they are told by Mayor Warren Wilhelm, Jr., a political clown who changed 
 his name to Bill de Blasio to get the Italian-American vote. 

 The same imbecile who locked down what was once called “The City that never 
 sleeps” to “flatten the curve” nearly two years ago, the mayor now claims in 
 order to do “everything in our power to protect our students and school staff,” 
 and to “help keep our school communities and youngest New Yorkers safe,” 
 there will be no exemptions for private or religious schools from his 
 must-get-jabbed COVID-19 vaccine mandate. 

 Another member of the arrogant political club who has sucked off the public tit 
 his entire life and never had a real job, Wilhelm joins a long list of power hungry 
 politicians who disdain and disregard the First Amendment of the Constitution 
 which declared that freedom of religion is an essential and natural right. 
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 Heil Wilhelm 

 The dictator’s dictate affects some 930 schools and 56,000 employees, 
 requiring them to prove they'd received their first dose by 20 December. The 
 mandate was already receiving 95 percent compliance from public school 
 teachers and other employees of the city's Department of Education. 

 Catholic and Jewish leaders immediately sent Mayor de Blasio a letter 
 expressing opposition, saying that "government should be using its bully pulpit 
 to persuade, not its regulatory arm to coerce." The letter said that such a 
 mandate could be "devastating" to the schools and the children served if it 
 resulted in unvaccinated teachers losing their jobs in the middle of the school 
 year. 

 How the city will enforce the mandate for private and religious schools remains 
 unclear; enforcement will probably fall to the next administration, led by 
 Mayor-Elect Eric Adams, who takes office on 1 January. 

 The New York Times  noted  that some ultra-Orthodox  Jewish neighborhoods 
 have some of the lowest vaccination rates in the city, with 51 to 59 percent of 
 residents having received one dose, compared with about 77 percent of New 
 Yorkers overall. 

 The article cites concerns among ultra-Orthodox Jewish women about fertility 
 and pregnancy; the article states that "there is no evidence" that COVID-19 
 vaccines cause fertility problems, and it cites the recommendation from the 
 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention that pregnant women should be 
 vaccinated. 

 TRENDPOST:  Contrary to CDC data, see;  "VACCINE MISCARRIAGES  DRAW 
 SCRUTINY"  (9 Mar 2021) and  "CONFLICTING ADVICE, MORE  REVERSALS"  (2 
 Feb 2021). Consider also that, while the communities cited may have 
 experienced surges in the number of COVID cases in the past, their residents are 
 not filling up the hospitals nor the morgues. 
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 And the very notion of “protecting the children” has been repeatedly addressed 
 by  Trends Journal  ; see, for example, our 17 November  2020 articles: 

 ●  “KIDS DON’T SPREAD COVID” 
 ●  “MORE EVIDENCE KIDS DON’T SPREAD COVID TO ADULTS” 
 ●  “DATA CONFIRMS SCHOOLS AREN’T SUPER-SPREADERS” 
 ●  "PARENTS RESISTANT TO JABBING THEIR CHILDREN"  (9 Nov  2021). 

 TRENDPOST:  While the Times notes the reluctance of  these people to get the 
 COVID Jab, they do not report on what the COVID death rate among the 
 community is, and if more of them have died from the virus. 

 TREND UPDATE:  Yesterday, Wilhelm, Jr. the outgoing  psychopath-in-charge, 
 declared a vaccine mandate for all private businesses in New York City as of 27 
 December... not the 26  th  or 28  th  because his “science”  proves it should be the 
 27  th  . 

 He did this despite the Biden administration being forced to cancel its mandate 
 to force all businesses with 100 or more employees to get the COVID Jab, 
 because of its illegality. 

 And, the “mayor” also decreed that children ages 5-11 must be vaxxed or else 
 they are banned from indoor dining at restaurants, cinemas and other venues. 

 Why the new mayoral decrees? Because there are eight...yes, the grand total of 
 eight cases among the 20 million New York State residents of the Omicron virus. 
 No deaths, just cases. And as we have quoted the African Health Ministry which 
 first detected the virus, the symptoms are shown to be between mild to 
 moderate. 
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 THE LAST PICTURE SHOW?  COVID KILLING MOVIE BIZ 

 Since the COVID War began last year the 
 Trends Journal  has repeatedly forecast that 
 the economic and societal impacts of 
 COVID-19 have proven that "the cure is 
 worse than the disease"; see  "THE 'CURE' 
 IS WORSE THAN THE DISEASE"  (14 Apr 

 2020),  "CURE WORSE THAN THE DISEASE?"  (21 Apr 2020),  and  "COVID WAR 
 COLLATERAL DAMAGE OUTWEIGHS DISEASE"  (15 Jun 2021). 

 Hundreds of millions of lives and livelihoods, businesses and even whole 
 industries have been negatively affected by the COVID War. Among them is the 
 movie theater industry, which wasn't exactly thriving even before COVID-19 
 became a household word; see  "AMC THEATER CHAIN LOSES  $2.2 BILLION" 
 (16 Jun 2020) and  "GOING DOWN, GOING BUST, GOING OUT"  (6 Oct 2020). 

 Rising prices at the ticket booth and the concession stand, plus streaming 
 services and other alternative ways to view movies, and the declining state of 
 shopping malls (where many movie theaters are located)—see  "DARK 
 THEATERS DARKEN MALLS' FUTURE"  (27 Oct 2020)—had all  taken their toll 
 even before lockdowns and social distancing had their effect. Over a recent 
 weekend, gross ticket sales in the U.S. and Canada were roughly half of what 
 they'd been for the same weekend in 2019. 

 The New York Times  reported on 30 November, that a  new study, 
 self-commissioned by three research and consultancy concerns with ties to the 
 industry, found that many former moviegoers may never set foot in a theater 
 again, causing the industry to never recover. 

 The subjects were 2,528 people who had attended a movie theater in 2019. 
 Some 51 percent of those studied had purchased tickets recently; reportedly, 
 they were largely 25 to 45 year-old white men living in cities. 
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 The other 49 percent, predominantly female, were no longer attending movie 
 theaters, but were in favor of vaccine mandates for theater attendance. 

 They also were concerned about price and value, and about one-third said that 
 what would make them consider patronizing theaters again would be lower 
 ticket and concession prices, better seats, and theaters enforcing rules on cell 
 phone usage. 

 Those the study called "likely losts," the 8 percent who haven't bought a ticket 
 during the "pandemic" and don't envision themselves returning to movie 
 theaters, are "lower-income consumers." The study notes that this group has "a 
 large proportion of Hispanic, Black and Asian women." 

 TREND FORECAST  : The movie business workforce is 20.9  percent smaller than 
 it was before the COVID War began in 2020. And as of late October, ticket sales 
 are down some 70 percent from 2019′s $11.4 billion revenue stream. 

 The industry already faces challenges from the myriad ways consumers can now 
 access entertainment (on handheld screens on-the-go or almost-theater-sized 
 screens at home), much of it free. And the COVID lockdowns have taught people 
 to be content spending more time at home. 

 Like the restaurant industry, the movie theater industry can't operate profitably 
 with limited seating and social distancing requirements  .  Trends Journal's 
 forecast is for more theater closings and bankruptcies in the short term and, in 
 the long term, that "going to the movies" will go the way of the horse-and-buggy. 

 TRENDPOST:  We are told that 49 percent might go back  to theaters if a "No 
 Jab, No Movie" rule were imposed, and that, since COVID-19 became an issue, 
 the major purchasers of movie tickets have been 25 to 45 year-old white men 
 living in cities. 

 Trends Journal  can accept the first part—it often  seems that roughly half the 
 people anywhere are all-too-happy with mask and vax mandates—but can't help 
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 but be a bit skeptical about the second part and wonder if the study could be 
 flawed; is that really the demographic that buys half the movie tickets? 

 FEDERAL JUDGE STOPS BIDEN'S VAX MANDATE 

 President Biden's vaccine mandate for 
 America's 10.3 million health care workers, set 
 to kick in with their first shot due by 6 
 December and full vaccination by 4 January, 
 has been halted by a preliminary injunction 
 issued on 30 November by a federal judge. 

 Confirming what Judge Andrew Napolitano has repeatedly stated in podcasts 
 with Gerald Celente over the past several weeks, the federal judge's ruling states 
 that it is the province of Congress, not a regulatory agency (in this case the 
 Occupational Safety and Health Administration), at the behest of the president, 
 to impose such a mandate. 

 Putting another wrinkle in the Biden imposed mandate, the judge added that, "It 
 is not clear that even an act of Congress mandating a vaccine would be 
 constitutional." 

 The injunction supports the contention by a coalition of more than a dozen 
 states opposing another Biden vaccine mandate—one that would require private 
 employers of 100 or more workers to compel all workers to be vaxxed—that 
 OSHA had exceeded its authority. 

 The Biden administration had threatened to withhold Medicare and Medicaid 
 funds if health care providers didn't comply by requiring workers to be vaxxed, 
 but hospital and nursing home operators resisted on the grounds that 
 vaccine-hesitant staff would leave and thus exacerbate an already serious 
 worker shortage; see  "SPOTLIGHT: WORKERS ON DEMAND"  (26 Oct 2021). 
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 TRENDPOST:  This latest ruling is hardly the end of the story; for one thing, it is 
 sure to be appealed. But it shows that pushback against vaccine mandates is 
 organized and has some teeth. As to the "why" of health care workers' vaccine 
 hesitancy, see  "NOT 'RIGHT WING,' NOT 'CONSPIRACY  THEORISTS.' ONE 
 THIRD OF HEALTHCARE WORKERS WON’T GET VAXXED"  (23  Nov 2021) and 
 "NURSING HOME EMPLOYEES STILL JAB-WARY"  (26 Oct 2021). 

 SPAIN: HIGH VAX RATE, HIGH COVID CASES 

 Spain, a country where about 81 percent of 
 its population is fully vaccinated from the 
 coronavirus, has seen a jump in cases and 
 regional governments have announced new 
 measures to slow the spread. 

 The Omicron variant, which has killed no one in Spain, has been identified in the 
 Catalonia region and Madrid last week in travelers that were fully vaxxed who 
 returned from South Africa. The government in Catalonia has implemented a 
 COVID-19 “passport” for the first time, following the lead from other European 
 countries. (See  “FRENCH VAX PASS PROTEST ESCALATE.  MOST MEDIA 
 IGNORES THEM, LIES ABOUT SIZE,”  “ITALIANS TAKE TO  THE STREETS TO 
 RAIL AGAINST WORKPLACE ‘GREEN PASS,”  and  “DUTCH PROTESTERS 
 FIGHT BACK AGAINST ‘CORONA PASS.’”  ) 

 The passport will be required for those over the age of 13 at restaurants, care 
 homes, gyms, and other venues,  El País  reported. The  country’s 14-day infection 
 rate was about 234 per 100,000 people as of last Thursday. The country of 
 47.35 million loses about 30 people per day to the virus. 

 Salvador Illa, Spain’s former health minister, said most of the country has shown 
 a willingness to follow recommendations from elected leaders.  The New York 
 Times  reported that the vaccines in Spain were not  as politicized as in other 
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 countries and many politicians took their jabs with “fanfare.” (See “  CELEBRITY 
 SELLOUTS SELL COVID VAX.”) 

 A  NYT  reporter described just how compliant Spaniards  have been when it 
 comes to COVID-19 guidelines. 

 “Walk the streets of Spain and one encounters a different Europe from the norm 
 on much of the continent. Masks are not only worn indoors, but are worn 
 outdoors by residents in many cities where the government has not required 
 them for months,” he wrote. 

 We have pointed out that not all masks are created equal. The ubiquitous blue 
 surgical mask is believed to create a barrier between the wearer and another 
 person. The mask is meant to help block “large-particle droplets,” according to 
 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. The coronavirus is known to drift 
 through the air in microscopic droplets that could fit through surgical masks like 
 a sesame seed being tossed against a chain-linked fence. 

 Journalist Alex Berenson, a former  New York Times  reporter who has been 
 researching a number of COVID-19 claims by mainstream media, stated last 
 year that a Danish study regarding mask effectiveness was impressive given it 
 included thousands of participants. Berenson said it “essentially showed that 
 wearing masks does not protect the wearer at all from the coronavirus… It was a 
 very, very well- designed study. Frankly, if a drug company had a drug in trials 
 that had this trial result, they would discontinue the drug. There is just no 
 evidence that masks protect the wearer.” 

 TRENDPOST:  Mask mandates are being ramped up across  the globe, especially 
 in nations where winter is setting in. Last week the bureaucrats running the 
 Oregon Health Authority announced they are considering a permanent indoor 
 mask mandate in the state. 

 Again, it is totally out of the mainstream news and never mentioned by the 
 “authorities” in charge of ruling people’s lives that most masks are not only 
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 ineffective in stopping the virus, wearing them, and often the same one, can be 
 harmful. 

 The  Trends Journal  has reported extensively on how  wearing masks offers the 
 wearer a false sense of security. (See  “FACE MASKS:  ENOUGH ALREADY,” 
 “STUDY: MASKS HARMING CHILDREN,”  “DANISH STUDY: MASKS  OFFER 
 VERY LIMITED PROTECTION”  ). 

 What is also absent from the media, as we had detailed, is that the getting the 
 virus in a restaurant and bar, according to New York State data, accounted for 
 1.43 percent of the COVID-19 cases. 

 Mask Stupidity 

 And to further illustrate the mask in restaurant stupidity, it is OK to sit down and 
 eat with the mask off, but when standing up the mask has to go back on. Why? 
 Because according to the imbeciles in charge, the virus does not, cannot and 
 will not dip down to table height. It will only hit a patron when they stand up, and 
 that’s why they must mask-up. 

 The same with masks on airlines. Crammed in an airplane shoulder to shoulder, it 
 is OK to eat and drink without a mask, but they MUST go back on after eating or 
 drinking. Why, because the idiots-in-charge have determined that that’s when 
 the virus will get you. And, it NEVER enters between sips and bites either. 

 TRENDPOST:  With Spain having an 81 percent vax rate,  what ever happened to 
 herd immunity that was sold to the public? Indeed, America’s most quoted 
 “infectious disease expert” Anthony Fauci said last year that "When polls said 
 only about half of all Americans would take a vaccine, I was saying herd 
 immunity would take 70 to 75 percent." 

 And yesterday, The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention put 
 Portugal, with 87.7 percent of the herd vaxxed, at Level 4, the highest-risk of a 
 place not to travel. 
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 In fact, as we have reported, the herd cannot be immunized: See,  “HERD 
 IMMUNITY HERESY: LIES AND DAMN LIES”  and  “  NO HERD  IMMUNITY FOR 
 THE HERD.” 

 GERMANY: HEIL MERKEL! NO VAX, NO FREEDOM 

 German Chancellor Angel Merkel on 
 Thursday imposed a new lockdown for 
 unvaccinated citizens. Ramping up the 
 lockdown laws, the outgoing Chancellor is 
 also pushing Germany to follow in Austria’s 
 footsteps and try to make vaccinations 
 mandatory. (See  “THE CHINESE WAY: 

 MANDATORY VAXXING,”     “AUSTRIA: ‘NO VAX, NO FREEDOM,”  and  “COVID 
 WAR 2.0: MASS DESTRUCTION.”  ) 

 The vaccine mandate could be enforced as soon as February 2022. 

 Three Jabs, Not Two 

 Go back one year ago when the Drug Lords, politicians, “health officials” and 
 Presstitutes were selling that two COVID Jabs would do the job to kill the virus 
 and their inoculations had a 96 percent efficacy rate. 

 Forget about it. Her Highness Merkel declared that even those who received 
 both shots will lose their freedom status after the ninth month and will be 
 compelled to take booster shots...which will in turn, greatly boost the profits of 
 the Drug Lords. (See  “BIDEN’S BOOSTER PLAN: VAX YOU!,”  “SELLING 
 BOOSTER SHOTS, CDC’S WALENSKY SAYS ‘FU’ TO AGENCY ADVISERS.”  ) 

 New Ruler 
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 Olaf Scholz, who is replacing Merkel, agreed with her decision to ban 
 unvaccinated individuals from venues except for supermarkets and pharmacies. 
 And making up the numbers, the unvaccinated are only allowed to meet with 
 two people (not one, three, five or seven) from another household. 

 Merkel, a vocal proponent of pushing the vax, declared that “Every shot helps.” 

 Merkel’s call comes at a time where more European countries are taking new 
 measures to force their citizens to be vaccinated. Greece, a country where 62 
 percent are vaccinated, will fine residents 60 and over who are unvaccinated 
 $113 a month until they take a shot. Ursula von der Leyen, the European Union 
 Commission president, also said that it was about time to think about 
 “mandatory vaccination” within the EU. 

 Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis said about 580,000 Greek citizens over 60 
 have not been vaccinated, and he says they’re the ones who require hospital 
 intervention. 

 “I felt a duty to stand by the most vulnerable, even if it might temporarily 
 displease them,” he said. 

 Xenophon Contiades, the president of the Center for European Constitutional 
 Law in Athens, said he agrees with restrictions for the unvaccinated, but 
 questioned the legality of forcing vaccine mandates. 

 “In my opinion, the imposition of fines on people who do not want to get the 
 vaccine is unconstitutional, because it is an excessive and inappropriate 
 restriction of an individual’s autonomy—regardless of how angry we are because 
 of their attitude,” he said. 

 TRENDPOST:   There are a number of reasons why so many  are hesitant to get 
 the COVID Jab. One is that it is the first gene therapy injected in humans that 
 was rushed to market under a project called “Operation Warp Speed.” Another is 
 the fact that the disease is entirely survivable by most of the people it infects, 
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 and those who die from it are suffering from pre-existing comorbidities and/or 
 the elderly, who are suffering from illnesses.  

 Indeed, according to data quoted by the German news media, DW,  all German 
 COVID “deaths   reported since mid-March of 2020  , after  vaccines began to be 
 rolled out for vulnerable populations, 86% were 70 and older, while the median 
 age was 84. The median age of those with a fatal course of the coronavirus is 
 currently at   83 years  .” 

 There it is...83 years of age. And what is the life expectancy in Germany? 
 According to the World Bank, 80.94 years. 

 Yet, governments impose strict, “No Vax, No Freedom” draconian mandates 
 rather than taking care of those most susceptible to the virus. Furthermore, 
 NEVER, EVER, do establishment “health officials” recommend natural healing 
 remedies, or for people to get in the best physical, mental and spiritual help to 
 build their immune system. 

 TREND FORECAST:   The   Trends Journal   had forecast they  would occur and 
 has been reporting on anti-lockdown protests in major cities that are escalating 
 around the world. And is this issue, for the latest updates, see: “PROTESTERS 
 LASH OUT AT NEW COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS.” 

 We have also noted that the “Greatest Depression” has been accelerated by 
 knee-jerk reactions from politicians to fight the COVID War that will destroy the 
 lives and livelihoods of hundreds of millions, if not billions. 

 And, as we have forecast, new anti-tax, anti-vax, anti-lockdown, 
 anti-establishment political parties and social movements will accelerate. 
 (See   “EUROPE: MORE LOCKDOWNS, PROTESTS, ECONOMIC 
 HARDSHIP,”     “LOCKDOWN PROTESTS RAGING. NEW LOCKDOWN 
 ORDERS”   and   “EUROPEAN BUSINESSES BRISTLE AT NEW LOCKDOWNS.”  ) 
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 WHAT'S UP WITH OMICRON? 

 Back in 1978, the movie "Jaws 2" (the 
 sequel to 1975's blockbuster "Jaws") was 
 introduced and promoted with the line, 
 "Just when you thought it was safe to go 
 back in the water." 

 That line has had various incarnations as a 
 catchphrase (what we now call a "meme") over the years, and now seems 
 apropos of the COVID War's current phase: Just when you thought it was safe 
 to take off your mask; just when you thought it was safe to come out of 
 quarantine; just when you thought we had COVID on the run—along comes yet 
 another "variant" to strike fear into the populace! 

 The new variant is "Omicron," the first new variant since "Delta" and said to be 
 even more contagious than Delta (which was more contagious than the original 
 strain). 

 Omicron was first seen and identified in South Africa in late November, and the 
 first U.S. case was discovered on 29 November, in a traveler who returned from 
 South Africa to San Francisco on 22 November. The person has self-quarantined 
 since testing positive, suffered mild symptoms which are improving, and all 
 known contacts have thus far tested negative. 

 Because we the stupid people of Slavelandia are not privy to facts and figures, 
 the dictator of California, Governor Gavin Newsom refused to give the age or 
 sex of the person and would only say he/she was between 18 and 49 years old, 
 and as having received two doses of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine... which of 
 course was sold to the public as a high efficacy vax. That information did not 
 deter Dr. Anthony Fauci from calling for more vaccinations for everyone, 
 including children. 
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 "We have 60 million people in this country who are not vaccinated, who are 
 eligible to be vaccinated," Fauci blurted, "Let's get the people vaccinated, 
 boosted. Let's get the children vaccinated." 

 To fight the Omicron virus that has killed no one in the U.S., The Centers for 
 Disease Control and Prevention has imposed a Level Four travel advisory for 
 eight African countries, and has also recommended that everyone over 18 be 
 fully vaccinated and those over 50 get booster shots. 

 TREND UPDATE:  Omicron cases have now been seen (as  of this writing) in at 
 least 45 countries. As of two days ago, the World Health Organization reported 
 that the grand total of zero people died of the new virus strain. 

 Yet, the media keeps spreading Omicron fear and hysteria and politicians keep 
 seizing more power despite the non-deadly facts. It is as though no one, at any 
 time has caught a cold, flu, sore throats or ever got sick in their lives, but now 
 they will for the first time, since COVID arrived on the scene. 

 Reuters reported, as of 6 December, that the new variant has been detected in 
 at least 16 U.S. states, with "many cases" among fully vaccinated persons who 
 presented with mild symptoms. And, amid all the coverage of the Omicron 
 variant, there have been no reports (as of this writing) of it causing anyone to die 
 or even be hospitalized. 

 Even the esteemed Dr. Fauci (quoted on 6 December by CNBC) said, "Although 
 it’s too early to make any definitive statements about it, thus far it does not look 
 like there’s a great degree of severity to it." The same CNBC report noted that 
 the South African doctor who first spotted the virus said she   had seen 
 “extremely mild” symptoms   among her own patients. 

 TRENDPOST:  Epidemiologists who are not beholden to  the Drug Lords and 
 have not sworn allegiance to the New World Disorder COVID narrative are not 
 surprised at the emergence of a new variant; viruses naturally evolve and 
 produce new variants, and those variants tend to produce milder symptoms. 
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 So far, the Omicron variant, despite having multiple mutations that do make it, 
 theoretically, more transmissible, does not appear to carry more risk of severe 
 symptoms or death, nor does it appear to warrant the hysteria being promoted 
 over it. But stay tuned... there will be more media and political fear on the near 
 horizon. 

 OMICRON: WE DON'T KNOW IF VACCINES ARE EFFECTIVE, BUT YOU 
 MUST TAKE THE JAB 

 Health “officials” across the globe have 
 admitted that it will take weeks to learn 
 more about the COVID-19 Omicron variant 
 but they somehow know that the mutation 
 should further convince people to be 
 vaccinated. 

 The New York Times   blared the headline, “Omicron Erases  Experts’ Doubts on 
 Third Shot,” writing that before the emergence of the variant, “many public 
 health experts” saw little benefit of healthy Americans taking a third jab. But 
 Omicron changed all of that. The paper reported that many now believe the 
 booster shot “may offer the best defense against the new variant.” 

 The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on Monday recommended 
 that everyone who is 18 or older take a third vaccine jab due to the “recent 
 emergence of the Omicron variant (B.1.1.529).” They say the variant “further 
 emphasizes the importance of vaccination, boosters and prevention efforts 
 needed to protect against COVID-19.” 

 Scientists are working to better understand the new variant blamed on a 
 significant jump in cases in South Africa. One scientist told the BBC that the 
 variant—first publicly identified on 24 November—looked “horrific” and could be 
 the most significant one yet. The World Health Organization called the variant a 
 “very high” global risk. 
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 There seems to be no consensus yet on vaccine boosters and Omicron. 

 Dr. Mike Ryan, a director at the W.H.O., said there is currently no evidence that 
 would “suggest that boosting the entire population is going to necessarily 
 provide any greater protection to otherwise healthy individuals against 
 hospitalizations or death.” 

 John Moore, a virologist at Weill Cornell Medicine in New York, told   The 
 Times   that “nobody should be sitting on dogma.” 

 “We’re reacting in a low-information environment where the consequences are 
 potentially quite serious,” he said. 

 Stéphane Bancel, the CEO of Moderna, told the  Financial  Times   that it is likely 
 that the current lineup of vaccines will be much less effective against Omicron. 

 Countries have wasted little time in trying to prevent the variant—which is seen 
 as troubling due to the number of mutations to the spike protein. (See  “DELTA 
 VARIANT=GLOBAL HYSTERIA.”  ) 

 British Prime Minister Boris Johnson has put in place a travel ban on all flights to 
 South Africa and other nearby countries. The U.S. also put in place travel bans 
 from countries in sub-Saharan Africa.   The Wall Street  Journal   reported that 
 countries in Asia have also enforced border restrictions on visitors to counter the 
 potential spread of the variant. 

 President Biden’s latest orders took effect at 12:01 a.m. ET on Monday. One of 
 the new rules is that travelers—regardless of vaccine status—must test a day 
 before departure. The  WSJ   pointed out that the old  rule was 72 hours for 
 vaccinated travelers. 

 The president will also keep mask requirements in place at travel hubs and 
 inside planes and buses until at least mid-March, instead of 18 January, which 
 was previously planned. 
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 The Lancet   medical journal wrote that these travel  restrictions “are unlikely to be 
 able to stop the spread of the coronaviruses unless countries can completely 
 seal their borders to travelers from all nations.” 

 Dr. Paul Offit, the director of the Vaccine Education Center at Children’s Hospital 
 of Philadelphia and an advisor to the FDA, told the  FT   that it is a false 
 perspective to believe that antibodies are the central aspect of immune systems. 

 Although he would be concerned if more vaccinated individuals were 
 hospitalized with the Omicron variant, he said if the goal is to protect against 
 even the most minor illness, “we’re going to be boosting until the day we die.” 

 Soumya Swaminathan, the W.H.O’s chief scientist, told the Reuters Next 
 conference that it is a keen possibility that Omicron could replace Delta as the 
 dominant variant. Health officials have said the mutations of the spike protein 
 could “make it less susceptible to neutralizing antibody activity and possibly as 
 transmissible as or more transmissible than the Delta variant.” 

 Biden has said the variant is nothing to panic about at the moment, but has 
 imposed new testing rules for international travelers and extended the 
 transportation mask mandate. (See  “FACE MASKS: ENOUGH 
 ALREADY,”     “MORE SADOMASKISM,”   and  “MASKS OR NO MASKS? 
 SCHOOLS, NOT SCIENCE, WILL DECIDE.”  ) 

 The Transportation Security Administration announced that masks will continue 
 to be mandated on planes, which is a joke. The rule allows those who are eating 
 or drinking to remove their masks. This means that every time flight attendants 
 bring around crackers and soda, passengers all take their masks off at exactly 
 the same time. The Federal Aviation Administration announced that it has 
 received about 3,889 unruly passenger reports this year, and about 75 percent 
 of them were tied to the mask mandate. 

 TRENDPOST:  The banksters at JPMorgan are bullish on  the Omicron variant. 
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 Two strategists from the bank wrote in a note to clients that—although there is 
 little known about the variant—cases appear to be mild. Marko Kolanovic and 
 Bram Kaplan say if the trend continues the new variant could essentially crowd 
 out more severe variants and be one step closer to the virus becoming nothing 
 more than a seasonal flu. 

 “If the market works to anticipate that scenario—Omicron could be a 
 catalyst for steepening (not flattening) the yield curve, rotation from growth 
 to value, selloff in COVID and lock down beneficiaries and rally in 
 reopening themes.” 

 Dr. Albert Bourla, the CEO of Pfizer, told the BBC—shortly before the new 
 variant was identified—that there will likely need to be a “high level of protection” 
 in the population for years to come. The drug company said it will have a new 
 vaccine tailored for the Omicron variant within 100 days. The report said Pfizer 
 will pull in at least $35 billion in vaccine sales this year. (See  “TAX DOLLARS 
 BOOST DRUG DEALER PROFITS,”  “MORE BOOSTER JABS MORE  WINDFALL 
 PROFITS FOR DRUG LORDS.”  ) 

 Bourla faced criticism from some charities that said the company is putting 
 profits over morals, and pointed to the discrepancies of vaccine access between 
 rich and poor countries. 

 He told the BBC that “the bottom line is millions of lives were saved,” and his 
 company saved the global economy trillions of dollars. (See  “THE COVID-19 
 PANDEMIC IN A TIME OF MORAL AND SPIRITUAL BLACKOUT.”  ) 

 “But people will see that if they step up to the game, to bring something that 
 saves lives and saves money, there is also financial reward,” he said. 

 Kimberley A. Strassel, a columnist for The Wall Street Journal, recalled the time 
 when candidate Biden vowed that—if elected—he will “beat” the virus. 

 “If there’s one thing a weary world has realized, it's that there's no beating 
 a highly transmissible respiratory disease. Vaccines Prevent serious 
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 disease, but they don't stop transmission. No amount of masking, social 
 distancing or locking down has stopped the surges of the past six months, 
 including in states like Michigan and New Mexico, which boasted about 
 their restrictions. The virus doesn't follow executive orders.” 

 As of early Sunday, the Omicron variant has been detected in 38 countries and 
 there has not been a single death recorded. Health officials say the new variant is 
 quickly spreading and may cause more than half of Europe’s cases in the next 
 few months, potentially dragging the global economy. 

 “Even before the arrival of this new variant, we were concerned that the 
 recovery, while it continues, is losing somewhat momentum,” Kristalina 
 Georgieva, the head of the International Monetary Fund, said. 

 LOCK KIDS DOWN, SCREW THEM UP: SHOOTINGS SHUT DOWN 20 
 MICHIGAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

 Just days after a mass shooting, on 30 
 November, in a Detroit-area school left 4 
 dead and 7 wounded, some 20 other 
 Michigan school districts canceled 
 in-person classes on 2 December after 
 being hit with a wave of dozens of threats 
 of similar incidents. 

 The Wall Street Journal  reported on 3 December that  most of the school districts 
 were in Oakland County, the site of Oxford High School, where the deadly event 
 occurred. 

 The threats were made chiefly via social media, and despite the challenge of 
 investigating so many, they were eventually all deemed to be not credible; they 
 may have even been someone's idea of a joke. Nevertheless, if and when the 
 persons making such threats are found, they could be prosecuted for making 
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 terroristic threats and face up to 20 years in prison. Thus far, however, no arrests 
 have been made. 

 TREND FORECAST:  It wasn't that long ago that  Trends  Journal  addressed the 
 sorry state of schools, in the Detroit area and elsewhere; see  "DETROIT 
 SCHOOLS: MAJORITY OF KIDS ABSENT. CLASSES GOING ONLINE"  (23 Nov 
 2021) and  "PITY THE COVID-WEARY TEACHERS"  (16 Nov  2021). 

 The overwhelming state of American schools is one of immense stress, affecting 
 both teachers and students; see  "LOCKDOWN BLUES: MILLIONS  GOING MAD" 
 (12 Jan 2021) and  "MORE KIDS DIE FROM SUICIDE THAN  COVID"  (23 Mar 
 2021). Acknowledging such stress neither explains nor condones mass murder 
 (nor is such stress the sole factor behind such unspeakable acts), but it may help 
 foster some understanding of that which otherwise defies understanding. 

 PROTESTERS LASH OUT AT NEW COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS 

 Protesters across Europe took to the 
 streets last weekend to voice outrage over 
 the latest COVID-19 lockdown restrictions 
 intended to prevent the spread of the virus. 

 AUSTRIA:  Carrying signs reading “I will 
 decide for myself,” and “Make Austria 

 Great Again,” about 40,000 mostly peaceful protesters took to the streets in 
 Vienna on Saturday to reject the country’s controversial vaccine mandate and 
 strict new lockdown plans. 

 The country has seen a recent decline in COVID-19 cases and government 
 officials credit the new lockdown order that bans residents from leaving their 
 home unless they are headed to work or are out shopping for essential items. 
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 Karl Nehammer, the country’s new chancellor, took office on Monday. Reuters 
 pointed out that he has previously served as interior minister and “was the 
 enforcer of then-Chancellor Sebastian Kurz’s hard line on immigration and of 
 four national lockdowns.” 

 The report said police detained a few protesters and used pepper spray when 
 others pointed fireworks in their direction. 

 “I am here because I am against forced vaccinations,” a protester told Reuters. 
 “I am for human rights, and the violation of human rights should be stopped.” 
 Another protester said they were out to “protect their children from being forced 
 to get vaccinated... since the elderly and those suffering from pre-existing 
 comorbidities are dying from the virus...and not youngsters.” 

 Austrians who refuse the Operation Warp Speed COVID Jab will get hit with a 
 600-euro ($677) fine, according to a draft law. And, according to Austrian 
 newspaper,  Kurier  , the longer those who refuse the  vaccine, the more it will cost 
 them, with fines up to 2,400 euros a year. 

 TRENDPOST:  The “responsible ones” are embraced. The  line being sold is 
 those who cared about grandma since the beginning of the virus outbreak wore 
 masks and then got vaccinated because. Why? We have been told (lied to?) 
 that's the best way to protect others and yourself.  (See  “ANTHONY FAUCI’S 
 UNSCIENTIFIC MANIFESTO”  and  “THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC  IN A TIME OF 
 MORAL AND SPIRITUAL BLACKOUT  .”  ) 

 NETHERLANDS:  Thousands of protesters held a rally  on Saturday in Utrecht to 
 voice their concerns over vaccine mandates and the isolation of the 
 unvaccinated from society. 

 “We are against having no freedom (to decide what happens to) our own body,” 
 one protester told Reuters. 

 Amsterdam called for a partial lockdown last month due to high levels of 
 coronavirus infections. The Associated Press reported that part of the restriction 
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 is a 5 p.m. curfew for stores and other venues that are not selling essential 
 items. 

 Some protests have been tense over the past year in the Netherlands. Last 
 month, Dutch police opened fire on protesters, putting three into hospitals. (See 
 “VAX WAR: THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.”  ) 

 The Dutch government announced on Monday that it will not impose new 
 restrictions on those who have not been vaccinated. The report said the country 
 made the decision based on political headwinds and “uncertainties surrounding 
 the Omicron variant.” 

 TREND FORECAST:  These massive demonstrations that  are barely reported by 
 the mainstream media, are just the beginning of a major march to Freedom... a 
 shot that will be heard around the world. And, as we had forecast, new anti-vax, 
 anti-establishment movements are now rapidly accelerating. 

 GERMANY:  Police in Frankfurt used batons and pepper  spray to break up a 
 maskless demonstration that included several hundred protesters. 

 Some of the protesters said the government’s COVID-19 overreach “smacked of 
 Nazi-era intimidation,” Reuters reported. 

 The country of 83.2 million has recorded 103,235 coronavirus-related deaths 
 since the start of the outbreak. The report said that the country is recording 
 56,000 new infections a day and about 199 deaths. 

 BELGIUM:  COVID COPS in Brussels used water cannons  and teargas to break 
 up anti-lockdown protesters who marched through the capital chanting 
 “freedom” while firing fireworks, according to a report. 

 The Guardian  reported that police officials in the  city were prepared for the 
 unrest and used barbed wire to prevent protesters from reaching the EU 
 headquarters on Sunday. In total, two police officers and four protesters required 
 hospitalization, the report said. Twenty people were arrested. 
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 The report said the protesters slammed the country’s mask mandate, vaccine 
 passports, and lockdowns. Like the Germans, protesters equated the treatment 
 of the unvaccinated to Berlin’s treatment of Jews prior to WWII. 

 “The QR code is a Swastika,” one sign read, according to the  Guardian  . 

 The protest followed a recent announcement that stiffened COVID-19 
 restrictions due to an increase in cases throughout the country. 

 Prime Minister Alexander De Croo on Friday announced that primary schools will 
 close a week early for the Christmas holiday and children as young as six will 
 have to wear face masks, according to The Associated Press. 

 The report said the country has been recording about 17,862 new cases a day 
 and hospital admissions are up six percent from last week. As of Monday, more 
 than 3,700 people are hospitalized, including 821 in intensive care, the report 
 said. The country of 11 million has recorded 27,000 deaths since the start of the 
 outbreak. 

 UK:  Thousands of demonstrators gathered in York on  Saturday for a “freedom 
 protest” in front of York Minster, chanting "No vaccine passports! No vaccine 
 passports!" 

 SPAIN:  Tens of thousands took to the streets in Barcelona,  in protest against 
 COVID-19 vaccine passports that are required as of Friday to enter bars, 
 restaurants, gyms, nursing homes, etc. 

 TREND FORECAST:  The more stringent the restrictions  that deny the unvaxxed 
 freedom, the larger and more frequent the protest. Again, as we had forecast 
 since the outbreak of the COVID War, there will be new anti-vax, populist 
 movements that will sweep across the globe that will overthrow many of the 
 political establishment parties. 
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 TRENDS IN GEOPOLITICS 

 ERDOGAN DIGS IN, WAR ON THE HORIZON? 

 Turkish Recep Tayyip Erdogan said his position on keeping interest rates low will 
 not waver as the lira continues to fall, sparking sporadic protests throughout the 
 country. 

 The lira has lost more than 45 percent in value against the U.S. dollar over the 
 past year. The   Trends Journal   has reported on its  plunge in recent months. (See 
 “TURKEY: THE FAMOUS LIRA DIVE,”  “TURKEY: A CRIME TO  TELL THE 
 ECONOMIC TRUTH”  and  “TURKEY’S CENTRAL BANK GOVERNOR  FIRED 
 AFTER RATE HIKE.”  ) 

 The lira’s tailspin awakens memories of the currency’s 2018 crash, when it lost a 
 third of its value amid soaring inflation and an increasing rate of loans defaulting. 

 Erdogan was in the eastern city of Siirt on Saturday when he told an audience 
 that he hopes that the lira will soon stabilize. 
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 “Tayyip Erdogan said low interest rates yesterday, says low interest rates today, 
 and will save low interest rates tomorrow,” he said, referring to himself in the 
 third person. “I will never compromise on this because interest rates are a 
 malady that make the rich even richer, then the poor even poorer.” 

 He vowed that keeping the interest rates low will help revive the economy, which 
 has prompted others to question his judgment. He has pressured his central 
 bank to continue to lower its benchmark rate to 15 percent on 18 November, the 
 third cut since September. The  Financial Times   reported  that the country’s 
 annual inflation is about 20 percent. 

 Turkey’s central bank sold foreign currencies for the first time in seven years to 
 stabilize the lira.     Al Jazeera, citing unnamed sources,  reported that about $1 
 billion was sold. The report said Turkey has spent about $165 billion over the 
 past three years to prop up the currency. 

 Last week, Lutfi Elvan, Turkey’s finance minister who the  FT   called “the last 
 remaining voice of economic orthodoxy” in Erdogan’s cabinet, announced that 
 he will step down.  

 The paper, citing local media outlets, said he was replaced by Nureddin Nebati, 
 a former deputy finance minister who recently offered full-throated support of 
 Erdogan’s move to cut interest rates. Nebati is reportedly close with Erdogan’s 
 son-in-law Berat Albayrak. We   reported   that Albayrak  stepped down from the 
 post, saying his decision was based on health issues. 

 Erdogan has bristled against the traditional economic position that lower interest 
 rates lead to higher inflation. He addressed his country on Tuesday and insisted 
 that any rise to interest rates would crush industrial production.  

 He said he intends to break the “vicious cycle” of being an interest-based 
 economy and asked the public to be patient.  

 Harun Ozturkler, professor of econometrics at Kırıkkale University, told     Al 
 Jazeera that Erdogan’s assumptions are wrong. 
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 “They are assuming lowering interest rates would lead to high exchange rates, 
 and the Turkish lira would devalue, depreciate, and then Turkish goods and 
 services will become cheaper in terms of our trade partners’ currency. But that’s 
 a strange relationship,” he said. “It does not work that way.” 

 TREND FORECAST:   As we noted in   “Turkey: Lira Down,  Interest Rates 
 Crashing. War Next?”   (19 Oct 2021), the country’s  crashing currency and soaring 
 inflation continue to roil an increasingly chaotic and unstable Turkish 
 socioeconomic and geopolitical environment. Foreign investors are pulling their 
 cash out before Turkey’s economy crumbles completely. 

 As the global economic recovery decelerates—and as inflation keeps rising 
 across the globe—the lira and Turkey’s economy will continue to decline. 
 Ongoing COVID restrictions will worsen Turkey’s plight; nearly 13 percent of its 
 GDP rests on travel and tourism. 

 Erdogan’s domestic popularity recently fell to a two-year low and will continue to 
 sink with citizens’ economic prospects. 

 For that reason, look for Erdogan to become more belligerent in his comments 
 and actions directed at foreign “enemies.” Remember, as Gerald Celente has 
 noted, “When all else fails, they take you to war.” 

 Erdogan has shown a willingness to intervene in the Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict, 
 and recently had an uncomfortable conversation with Russian President Vladimir 
 Putin who accused him of selling more drones than previously reported to 
 Ukraine. And we alert readers that his other targets may be the Kurds and Syria. 
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 KREMLIN BLAMES UKRAINE FOR STOKING TENSIONS AT BORDER 

 While the U.S. and the Western media 
 blame Russia for building tensions with 
 Ukraine because they have allegedly 
 massed troops on its border, last week the 
 Kremlin blamed Kyiv for increasing tension 
 in the disputed Donbass region of Ukraine. 

 They claim Ukraine has deployed some 125,000 troops and heavy artillery to the 
 region. Yet, the Western intelligence continues to claim, and the media continues 
 to report that Russia is planning for an invasion. 

 Maria Zakharova, a spokeswoman from the Kremlin, said the number of troops 
 would represent half of the entire Ukrainian armed forces. Russia also accused 
 Kyiv of using Turkish-made drones in the conflict zone to carry out “provocative 
 activity.” 

 The U.S. and European allies have blamed Russia for stoking the tensions.   The 
 Washington Post   obtained a U.S. intelligence document  that said Moscow is 
 preparing for a multi-front offensive as soon as early 2022, which could involve 
 175,000 troops. 

 “The plans involve extensive movement of 100 battalion tactical groups with an 
 estimated 175,000 personnel, along with armor, artillery, and equipment,” an 
 administration official told the paper. 

 Secretary of State Antony Blinken told reporters in Latvia, a former Soviet 
 republic, that it was not certain that an invasion was imminent, but insisted that 
 the U.S. “made clear that we will respond resolutely, including a range of 
 high-impact economic measures that we have refrained from pursuing in the 
 past.” (See  “U.S. VOWS UKRAINE SUPPORT,”  “BIDEN PLEDGES 
 “UNWAVERING SUPPORT” FOR UKRAINE”  and  “BLINKEN BELLOWS:  U.S. 
 COMMITTED TO UKRAINE’S SOVEREIGNTY IS ‘IRONCLAD’.”  ) 
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 He said the world has seen this Russian playbook in 2014, when Russia 
 invaded, which precipitated years of conflict in Ukraine’s Donbass region 
 between Russia-backed separatists and government troops that Kyiv said 
 resulted in at least 14,000 deaths. 

 “Then as now they significantly increased combat forces along the border,” 
 Blinken said. “Then as now they intensified disinformation to paint Ukraine as 
 the aggressor to justify pre-planned military action.” 

 Blinken met with his Russian counterpart, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, on 
 Thursday and—once again—warned of “serious consequences” if Russia 
 decides to confront Kyiv. 

 Lavrov maintained Russia’s position that it has no interest in war with Ukraine 
 and warned Western countries about perceived aggression in the region. 

 “If NATO numbers continue to withdraw from the conversation on this topic or 
 on the topic of agreements, the ideas of which were put forward by President 
 Putin, of course we will take measures so that our security, our sovereignty, and 
 territorial integrity do not depend on anyone,” he said, according to   The Wall 
 Street Journal. 

 Putin last week raised concerns about weapons systems being placed near 
 Russia’s borders and called the move “red lines,” the paper said. He warned 
 against putting similar missile systems that are already in place in Romania and 
 Poland. He said Tomahawk missiles could hit Moscow in minutes, according 
 to   The Guardian.   Putin is reportedly concerned about  NATO’s move east, which 
 included Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia being named member states. 

 Putin said Russia was able to harness hypersonic missile capabilities, which 
 could counter the growing threat from Ukraine and its Western supporters. Putin 
 called for legal assurances that NATO troops would never expand eastward,   The 
 New York Times   reported. 
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 “The threat on our western borders is, indeed, rising, as we have said multiple 
 times,” Putin said, according to the paper. “In our dialogue with the United 
 States and its allies, we will insist on developing concrete agreements 
 prohibiting any further eastward expansion of NATO and the placement of 
 weapons systems in the immediate vicinity of Russian territory.” 

 President Biden on Friday said that Russia’s objectives in the region are not a 
 surprise. 

 “What I am doing is putting together what I believe will be the most 
 comprehensive and meaningful set of initiatives to make it very, very difficult for 
 Mr. Putin to go ahead and do what people are worried he may do,” Biden said. 

 Lavrov called the Biden administration’s sanction threat an example that “our 
 Western colleagues have absolutely lost the culture of dialogue, the culture of 
 diplomatic negotiations, reaching consensus, and the ability to creatively seek a 
 balance of interests.” 

 TREND FORECAST:   The U.S. will not go to war with Russia  over Ukraine. The 
 military in Ukraine is no match against the Russians, and its only hope for 
 security in the future is to become a member of NATO, which Blinken did not 
 indicate is any closer today than it was before Russians amassed at the border. 

 Jens Stoltenberg, the secretary-general of NATO, has indicated that European 
 defenses may not like it—but they certainly will not go to war to save Ukraine. 
 He, too, vowed sanctions.  

 Ukraine’s fate may have been sealed when Stoltenberg said Tuesday that it is 
 important to “distinguish between NATO allies” and a partner, like Kyiv. 

 “NATO allies, there we provide [Article 5] guarantees, collective defense 
 guarantees, and we will defend and protect all allies. Ukraine is a partner, a 
 highly valued partner,” he said. 

 Stoltenberg, who was in Riga when he made the comments, went further.  
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 “There’s a difference between a partner Ukraine and an ally like, for instance, 
 Latvia,” he said. 

 The New York Times reported that NATO countries are wary about accepting 
 Ukraine as a full member because of the concern about a possible confrontation 
 with Russia.  

 NATO’s top principle is if any member state is invaded by another country, they 
 all take up arms. The U.S. is—by far—the most important member state. 
 Moreover, the U.S. spends more on its military than double the rest of NATO 
 combined. 

 KREMLIN PULLS A TIT-FOR-TAT 

 Last week, the Kremlin told some U.S. 
 Embassy staffers to leave the country by 
 the end of January just a day before 
 diplomats were supposed to meet as 
 tensions between Washington and Moscow 
 continue to escalate, a report said. 

 Washington said the diplomats were not expelled, but instead reached their 
 three-year limit to work in the country. Reuters     reported  that Moscow will 
 essentially enforce the same rule that the U.S. put into place over a year ago. 

 “Our American partners have forced us to play that way,” Maria Zakharova, a 
 foreign ministry spokeswoman said, according to   The  Wall Street Journal.   “We 
 have long and persistently tried to reason with them and still direct them to 
 some kind of constructive solution to the issue, but they made their choice.” 
 (See  “BIDEN HITS RUSSIA WITH SANCTIONS,”  “RUSSIA’S  PUTIN WON’T 
 BEND TO U.S. TENSIONS. WHAT NEXT?”  and  “BIDEN MEETS  WITH PUTIN: 
 COLD WAR TO CONTINUE.”) 
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 The   Trends Journal   has reported for months about the  strained relations 
 between Washington and Moscow, even before President Biden, who called 
 President Putin a killer, was in the White House.   (See   “PUTIN  ACKNOWLEDGES 
 BIDEN’S ANTI-RUSSIAN RHETORIC”     and  “BIDEN HITS RUSSIA  WITH 
 SANCTIONS.”  ) 

 Zakharova accused the U.S. of violating international diplomatic norms by 
 enforcing such a rule. The U.S. diplomatic staff in the country is down to 120 
 from 1,200 in early 2017. The U.S. Embassy in Moscow is the only operational 
 facility in the country after the ones in Vladivostok and Yekaterinburg closed due 
 to staffing restraints. 

 Russia said the move to expel the diplomats was in retaliation for the U.S. move 
 to expel 50 Russian diplomats by June 2022 because Washington will not 
 extend their visas. 

 Yuri Ryabkov, the Russian deputy foreign minister, accused the U.S. of just 
 going “head-on, continuing attempts to exert pressure.” 

 “That language of ultimatums that the Americans also use in other spheres of 
 our relations is unacceptable for us,” he said. “We will respond in kind.” 

 PUBLISHER’S NOTE:   Rumor (history?) has it that the  Cold War between the 
 U.S. and Russia, which began in 1947, ended in 1991. But rather than seeking 
 Peace on Earth and keeping relationships respectful, most of America’s 
 politicians and all of the military-industrial complex—and their western 
 counterparts (i.e., “allies”)—have not stopped waging the Cold War. 

 As we have been reporting since the end of the Cold War—from America’s Gulf 
 War, Kosovo War, Afghan War, Iraq War… to its military interventions in Somalia, 
 Libya, etc., plus its 800 military bases in 70 countries—Russia is a minor 
 war-mongering nation compared to the U.S. track record of killing millions and 
 stealing trillions from its taxpayers to wage these wars. 
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 And, as we have reported in detail since the so-called “Russiagate” was 
 launched by the Democratic Party and its media Presstitutes immediately 
 following Trump’s win of the 2016 election, there has not been one shred of hard 
 evidence proving Russia interfered with the election. 

 Yet, the drama continues, and most people buy it, just as most have swallowed 
 other lies sold to them by their governments over the centuries. “Remember the 
 Main”? 

 Indeed, America was an ally of Russia in World War II and would not have 
 achieved victory when it did without them. Yet, following World War II, Russia 
 became its enemy, while Japan and Germany—for which over 400,000 
 Americans died fighting—became U.S. allies and business partners. 

 Cold War Continues 

 Earlier this year, President Biden reversed former President Trump’s decision to 
 withdraw 12,500 troops from Germany. Trump called on the withdrawal after 
 Berlin failed to spend two percent of its GDP on defense. The review said the 
 U.S. should strengthen the U.S. presence there to keep Russia at bay. 

 TRENDPOST:  The same lunacy and war hypocrisy is evident  with America’s war 
 against Vietnam. 

 The United States, as they have with Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, etc., launched a 
 deadly war against Vietnam in 1964 based on lies...The Gulf of Tonkin lie, which 
 Gerald Celente wrote about in his best selling book “Trends 2000” (Warner 
 Books, 1997). 

 Aside from poisoning the nation by dropping some 20 million gallons of 
 herbicides, including agent-orange on its people and bombing much of the 
 nation into devastation, the American people were taught to hate those 
 Vietnamese “commies.” 
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 Washington warned that if Vietnam fell to the communists, like falling dominoes, 
 one nation after another in East Asia would fall into communism... and those 
 falling dominoes would hit the shores of California. 

 According to Vietnam, as many as two million civilians were killed and 1.1 million 
 North Vietnamese and Viet Cong soldiers died in the war. The U.S. estimates 
 between 200,000 and 250,000 South Vietnamese fighters died in the war that 
 took the lives of some 58,000 American young men... wounding physically and 
 mentally hundreds of thousands more. 

 But now, with the same communist party in charge following America’s defeat, 
 Vietnam is now a great country to do business with; a place where 
 manufacturers can get products made cheaply and mark up the selling prices to 
 make greater profit margins. In fact, Vietnam is the second largest exporter of 
 clothing and shoes to America. 

 Hate those Chinese Commies 

 The same propaganda was sold to the Americans to hate those Chinese 
 commies who hid behind the bamboo curtain... until it was time to do business. 

 We note this to not only express our disdain for wars based on lies that are 
 launched by psychopaths but to illustrate how the bottom line, not morality, is 
 the true meaning of America’s political system. 

 PENTAGON: TARGET CHINA  

 The Pentagon completed its Global Posture 
 Review and provided the document’s broad 
 strokes, which included new investments in 
 logistics facilities in Guam and Australia to 
 counter the growing threat of China in the 
 region. 
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 The   Trends Journal   has reported extensively on the  relationship between 
 Beijing and the Biden administration. (See  “CHINA  WON’T STOP AT TAIWAN, 
 SO WHERE SHOULD AMERICA DRAW THE LINE?,”  “SPOTLIGHT  CHINA. 
 CRASH COMING? RECOVERY AHEAD?”   and  “U.S. LAUNCHES  COLD WAR 
 2.0: CHINA LAMBASTS “COLD-WAR MENTALITY,”  ) 

 The Department of Defense did not release the review but said the assessment 
 calls for updates to airfields in Guam and Australia.   The  Wall Street 
 Journal   reported that the base in Australia is where  Marines are deployed on a 
 rotational basis. These venues will get more fuel and ammunition storage. The 
 report pointed out that there will be no significant troop movement, due in large 
 part to commitments to Ukraine and the Middle East. 

 “In the Indo-Pacific, the review directs additional cooperation with allies and 
 partners to advance initiatives that contribute to regional stability and deter 
 potential Chinese military aggression and threats from North Korea,” Mara Karlin, 
 who is performing the duties of the deputy undersecretary of defense for policy, 
 said, according to USNI News.     She did not provide  information on how much 
 these upgrades will cost. 

 President Biden, who said one of his top priorities as president is to not be 
 surpassed by China, called together the task force in February and approved its 
 recommendations. (See   “CHINA TASK FORCE: U.S. APPROACH  TO BEIJING.”) 

 Karlin said Australia will see a new rotation of fighters and bombers, along with 
 cooperation with ground forces. 

 “So, we’re doing a lot that will hopefully come to fruition in the coming years,” 
 she said. 

 The Pentagon said it will also station an Apache attack helicopter squadron in 
 South Korea in an effort to counter threats from China and North Korea. (See 
 “SOUTH KOREA’S BOTTOM LINE: THEY WON’T SUPPORT TAIWAN OR U.S. 
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 AGAINST CHINA.”)   The Diplomat reported that the U.S. will also keep 28,500 
 troops in South Korea. 

 Leif-Eric Easley, an associate professor of international studies at Ewha Womans 
 University in Seoul, told the outlet that the South Korea’s approval reminds 
 China that Seoul is “supportive of a robust U.S. force posture in Asia that 
 contributes to regional security and stability.” 

 TREND FORECAST:   We maintain our forecast that the  U.S. will not confront 
 China militarily. Should China aggressively confront Taiwan, the U.S. and its 
 NATO allies’ words will speak louder than their actions. 

 As we have noted, being that the U.S. has not won a war since World War II (and 
 did so in part with the assistance of Russia), the Pentagon is well aware that war 
 with China would be catastrophic, considering the size and power of China’s 
 military. 

 If war did break out between the two nations, considering the depth and range of 
 21st-century weaponry of each nation, it will not only be the war that ends all 
 wars, it will also be the end of life on Earth.  

 Indeed, when Albert Einstein was asked what weaponry would be used to fight 
 World War III, he replied. “I know not with what weapons World War III will be 
 fought, but World War IV will be fought with sticks and stones.” 
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 TRENDS-EYE VIEW 

 APPEALS COURT UPHOLDS CALIFORNIA BULLET LIMIT 

 When the COVID War began in 2020, realizing that mayhem would follow in 
 many directions, there was a mass rush across America to buy guns. 

 In 2016 California lawmakers imposed a limit on the capacity of firearm 
 magazines, prohibiting possession of magazines holding more than ten rounds, 
 claiming such a limit would help prevent mass shootings; see  "MASS 
 SHOOTINGS ON THE RISE"  (15 Jun 2021). Californians  then voted to make 
 violation of that prohibition a misdemeanor. 

 Last year a federal appeals court blocked enforcement of that rule, saying it 
 doubted the rule would have any effect on mass shootings and noting that it 
 violated the Second Amendment. It was the first time that a U.S. federal appeals 
 court had struck down a state law limiting magazine capacity. 

 Now, reports  The Wall Street Journal  on 1 December,  the Ninth U.S. Circuit 
 Court of Appeals, in a 7-4 ruling on 30 November, has upheld the state's 
 prohibition, claiming that it "minimally burdened Second Amendment rights," 
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 adding that it was a "minor and reasonable restriction on gun rights that aimed 
 to limit the carnage of mass shootings." 

 The  WSJ  informs us that, of the four dissenting judges,  three had been 
 appointed by Pres. Donald Trump. It quotes one of the dissenting judges, 
 Lawrence VanDyke, who said "The majority of our court distrusts gun owners 
 and thinks the Second Amendment is a vestigial organ of their living 
 constitution." 

 TRENDPOST:  Once again, this is pure political stupidity.  In terms of finding ways 
 to infringe upon Americans' Constitutionally-protected Right to Keep and Bear 
 Arms, California’s magazine restrictions accomplish nothing. 

 What Americans fail to realize is that the fish rots from the head down. Go 
 through the list of maniacal U.S. presidents who started wars and slaughtered 
 millions just recently! By orders of the President, it is the American way to kill 
 anyone, anywhere for any reason. 

 Therefore, if the President of the United States can declare Hussein, Assad, 
 Qaddafi, etc., “has to go,” why shouldn’t some mentally deranged individual feel 
 free to follow their leader? 

 To further illustrate the political ignorance of the latest gun law restriction, a 
 maniac who is intent upon committing murder, can do it very effectively with a 10 
 round magazine... and have a few more handy in case their needed. 

 TRENDPOST:  And while mass shootings do appear, tragically,  to be on the rise, 
 so too is gang activity and social unrest—see  "LOS  ANGELES: HAIL, HAIL, THE 
 GANGS ALL HERE"  (12 Jan 2021) and  "WALMART BACKTRACKS  ON PLAN TO 
 PULL GUNS FROM STORE SHELVES"  (3 Nov 2020)—resulting  in more and 
 more Americans realizing that they are their own first line of defense when 
 confronted by violence. 

 And so more and more Americans are choosing to arm themselves, particularly 
 those in demographics not traditionally predisposed toward firearms ownership; 
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 see  "WOMEN GOING FOR GUNS"  (21 Sep 2021). Even for such new or 
 first-time gun owners, limiting magazine capacity (and thus limiting their ability to 
 defend themselves) makes little sense. 

 Besides, even the term "high capacity magazine" is (like "assault rifle") a 
 misnomer which in effect cedes part of the argument to the anti-gun contingent. 
 As it happens, a 17-round magazine for a Glock 17, for example, or a 14- or 
 15-round magazine for a Browning Hi-Power represent not "high capacity" but 
 the standard capacity magazines which those firearms are designed to 
 accommodate. 

 TREND FORECAST:  As we had predicted at the onset of  the COVID War, there 
 is a sustained interest in buying guns, driven by escalating unlawful violence, 
 neither of which appears to be slackening. So restrictive gun laws, with the 
 occasional exception of states like California, will continue to be challenged and 
 resisted. 

 It is estimated there are nearly 400 million civilian-owned firearms in the United 
 States. Thus, there are about 70 million more guns than people. 

 And totally ignored by the mainstream media is that when the COVID War was 
 launched in the winter of 2020—and tens of millions of lives and livelihoods were 
 destroyed by the draconian lockdown measures—we had forecast there was a 
 sustained interest in buying guns as fears persisted that violence would ramp up. 

 Indeed, some 40 million guns were purchased legally by Americans in 2020. 
 Thus, attempts to push through restrictive gun laws by politicians are worthless. 
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 HOUSE BILL ADDRESSES JUDGES DIRTY DEALINGS 

 Legal System? How about a rigged game? 
 In October, two  Trends Journal  articles 
 dealt with alleged improprieties committed 
 by federal judges; see  "AMERICAN LEGAL 
 SYSTEM: A CRIME SYNDICATE?"  (5 Oct 
 2021) and  "ETHICS? WE'RE JUDGES. WE 
 DON'T NEED NO STINKIN' ETHICS!"  (26 

 Oct 2021). 

 The articles were informed by reports from  The Wall  Street Journal  that, between 
 2010 and 2018, 131 federal judges had violated federal law and judicial ethics by 
 hearing cases involving companies in which the judges or their family members 
 owned stock. 

 Those laws and ethics rules require judges to recuse themselves if even a single 
 share of stock in a company appearing in their court as a litigant (plaintiff or 
 defendant) is owned by the judge, or the judge's spouse or minor children.  

 Now comes word, also from the  WSJ,  on 2 December,  that the U.S. House of 
 Representatives had "overwhelmingly" passed (422 to 4) on 1 December, a 
 bipartisan bill that would require, for the first time, that federal judges disclose 
 and publish online within 45 days any stock trades worth more than $1,000. 

 The bill was introduced by Rep. Deborah Ross (D-NC), who said it would "serve 
 to fill a transparency void that currently plagues our federal judicial system." A 
 similar bill, drafted by Sen. John Cornyn (R-TX) and co-sponsored by Sen. Chris 
 Coons (D-DE), is now before a Senate committee. 

 TRENDPOST:  Not one of those 131 federal judges had  received so much as a 
 slap on the wrist, let alone any official censure (or worse), one shouldn't expect 
 any great changes to this type of behavior. And much, not all, of the so-called 
 “legal” system is nothing more than a political crap game. Judges run on political 
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 party platforms and often determine the laws as seen through their political 
 prism. 

 BANKSTER BANDITS FINED PEANUTS FOR CRIMES 

 Both  The Wall Street Journal  and the 
 Financial Times  reported, on 3 December, 
 that four European banks had been fined by 
 E.U. antitrust regulators in Brussels the 
 equivalent of $400 million for participating 
 in a scheme to manipulate foreign currency 
 markets. 

 The Bankster bandits involved were HSBC Holdings, Credit Suisse, Barclays, 
 and NatWest Group (formerly known as Royal Bank of Scotland). 

 Another bank, UBS Group, was given immunity for revealing the collusion 
 scheme and assisting in the investigation. 

 TRENDPOST:  Is UBS Group now in some kind of witness  protection program? 
 Just wondering... 

 Trading in foreign currencies constitutes one of the world's largest financial 
 markets. The banks' foreign exchange traders had used online chat rooms, 
 notably one called “Sterling Lads,” to exchange sensitive information and 
 combine their plans and strategies for trading in 11 currencies, including the 
 Euro, U.S. dollar and British pound. The collusion occurred in 2011 and 2012. 

 An E.U. commissioner, Margrethe Vestager, said that the banks' behavior 
 "undermined the integrity of the financial sector at the expense of the European 
 economy and consumers." 
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 The banks involved declined to comment, except for NatWest (fined €32 million), 
 which claimed the dirty dealings had been the work of just one former 
 employee, and UBS (fined  zip/zilch/nada/nichego  ),  which said it was pleased 
 that the matter had been resolved. 

 TRENDPOST:  Trends Journal  is shocked, shocked, to  learn that international 
 bankers have teamed up to form cartels essentially no different from drug cartels! 
 Actually, it shouldn't shock anyone; see: 

 ●  "BANKSTER BANDITS GET RICHER PLAYING THE INSIDE TRACK"  (14 
 Sep 2021) 

 ●  "ANOTHER CORRUPT BANKSTER. IT'S GLOBAL"  (19 Oct 2021) 
 ●  "FINANCIAL INDUSTRY FINES SET RECORD"   (10 Nov 2020) 
 ●  "DON’T CALL THEM 'CRIMINALS'—THEY’RE 'WHITE SHOE BOYS'!"   (29 

 Sep 2020) 
 ●  "WELLS FARGO: THE BANKSTER GANG"   (5 Oct 2021) 
 ●  "FED ETHICS? FU!"   (21 Sep 2021) 

 As Bob Dylan observed (in his 1962 song "Talkin' New York"), "some people rob 
 you with a fountain pen." Unlike "common" criminals, corrupt banksters (just as 
 greedy, just as criminal) operate with relative impunity. If and when caught, they 
 face fines, penalties and occasionally forced restitution (which doesn't 
 necessarily undo the damage). 

 Since they're already richer than Croesus, the fines and penalties are hardly a 
 deterrent, amounting to little more than mere petty cash; they pay and then skip 
 off along their merry way. Only on the very rarest of occasions do they face 
 incarceration—or worse; see  "FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE EXECUTED  FOR 
 CORRUPTION"  (2 Feb 2021). 
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 SUPPLY CHAIN NIGHTMARES BEGET "RESHORING" AND 
 SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

 The global supply chain crisis—see 
 "WORLD'S SUPPLY CHAIN SNARLED 
 UNTIL WELL INTO NEXT YEAR"  (14 Sep 
 2021)—as we have forecast, will give rise 
 to more manufacturing returning nations 
 who want to become more self-sufficient 
 (see 2022 Top Trend  “SELF-SUFFICIENT 

 ECONOMY”  ). 

 Termed "Reshoring," presumably coined from "offshoring," it will provide a new 
 pathway for nations that possess the human and natural resources to make it at 
 home. 

 On 30 November  The New York Times  cited several examples  of U.S.-based 
 companies that have to find domestic sources for materials previously procured 
 from overseas, and/or move their production facilities back to the U.S. 

 Adding to the uncertainty of depending on shipments from around the world is 
 the now increased cost; a container that once cost $5,000 to ship may now cost 
 $20,000. Raw material costs have also risen. 

 Prices in October were 6.2 percent higher than the previous year, because of 
 inflation. And not every company can pass higher costs on to customers; many 
 have to honor contracts that were signed up to a year earlier. 

 Moving production and sourcing back to the U.S. has advantages, but questions 
 remain as to whether the savings in shipping will offset the cheaper labor that 
 attracted companies to Asia, and will there be workers to do the job? 

 Some products will never be made in the U.S., according to a Harvard Business 
 School professor who warns that "It's premature to expect a domestic 
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 manufacturing renaissance as a result of the supply chain mess," and that "we 
 are not going to assemble iPhones in the U.S." 

 TRENDPOST:  Some of those companies who have not yet  "reshored" are 
 contemplating moving their factories, if not back to the U.S. proper, at least to 
 Mexico. For one thing, a great many Mexicans (who tend to possess a good work 
 ethic) would be employed in their own country and be far less driven to seek "a 
 better life" in "El Norte." 

 Even companies that have never left are being impacted by higher costs for 
 labor and materials. Many are buying more materials than they need in order to 
 stay ahead of inflation, but that drives shortages that, in turn, further fuel 
 inflation. It even puts a premium on warehouse space and drives up those 
 prices. 

 TREND FORECAST:  How will this all shake out? Reshoring  will be part of the 
 trend toward self-sufficient economies; it just no longer makes sense to be 
 dependent on the vagaries of global supply chains; see  "SELF-SUFFICIENT 
 ECONOMY"  (30 Nov 2021). 

 Meanwhile, labor costs, especially domestically, will never come down, and 
 many companies will deal with that by drastically cutting or eliminating the 
 human element of their workforces; see  "JOB SLASHING:  GOING DIGITAL AND 
 GOING ROBOTICS"  (18 May 2021). 

 This goes to our forecast that in the future more and more jobs—both menial 
 and skill-based—will be eliminated by digitalization and robotics. Even the most 
 traditional province of unskilled, cheap labor—the stoop labor of farmhands—will 
 be replaced by robotics; see  "ROBOTS TAKE THE (FARM)  FIELD"  (4 May 2021). 
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 UNIONIZATION TREND ON TRACK 

 One of our 2022 Top Trends is  “LABOR 
 UNION COMEBACK,”  and it is coming to a 
 country near you.  On 2 December,  The 
 New York Times  reported that Canada 
 Goose, the manufacturer of luxury apparel 
 based in Winnipeg, Manitoba that makes 
 parkas that can cost over $1,000, had 

 workers at three of its plants vote to unionize. 

 The  Times  reports, Workers United, an affiliate of  Service Employees 
 International Union, and which represents Canada Goose workers at other 
 facilities, will be representing about 1,200 workers in Winnipeg. 

 The company has long prided itself on its commitment to environmental and 
 labor standards, but had appeared resistant to efforts to unionize its workers in 
 Winnipeg. However, the company remained neutral during the election, which 
 resulted in 86 percent of the vote favoring unionization. 

 TREND FORECAST:  We maintain our forecast that  with  a severe shortage of 
 workers despite a strong demand for them, and many workers feeling 
 disheartened and underappreciated, labor unions, long in decline, will make a 
 comeback; see  "POLITICO JOURNALISTS FORM UNION. A  TREND OF THE 
 TIMES"  (2 Nov 2021),  "DEERE EMPLOYEES GO ON STRIKE:  MORE STRIKES 
 TO COME"  (19 Oct 2021), and  "SPOTLIGHT: WORKERS ON  DEMAND"  (26 Oct 
 2021). 

 And, as unions continue to gain strength, and the stronger they grow, the greater 
 the demands they will make; if those demands are not met, union workers will 
 stage "actions" like slowdowns and/or strikes. 
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 GO TO COLLEGE, GO BROKE 

 Does going to college in America cost more 
 than it is worth? 

 Many dentists, veterinarians, and 
 chiropractors in the U.S. face increasingly 
 large bills for their professional degrees that 
 have led some potential students to look 

 for other careers. And those in rural communities are being hit the hardest and 
 being drastically underserved, according to a report. 

 The Wall Street Journal   ran an article that showed  how many of these 
 professionals run into a brick wall right after graduation. The paper spoke to a 
 29-year-old veterinarian who pulls in about $100,000 a year, but has to pay back 
 over $400,000 for her education at a top-flight university. 

 “It doesn’t dominate my thoughts, but it’s always there,” Sara Jastrebski told the 
 paper. 

 The paper took a look at how individuals in these fields fared two years after 
 graduating and found that 76 percent were stuck with higher debt loads at 
 graduation than earnings two years on. The report focused on the professions 
 mentioned above and found that each had “median debt loads that topped 
 median earnings” in the two years following graduation. 

 The  Trends Journal  has reported extensively on how  attending top universities 
 was once seen as a status symbol and ticket to upward mobility, but turned out 
 to be a challenge. (See  “LOSSES MOUNT AS STUDENT LOAN  DEFAULT RISES” 
 and  “INVESTORS NOW TARGET OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT HOUSING.”  ) 

 We have reported on the growing demand for virtual learning that is affordable 
 and effective. (See  “MEGA-TREND OF THE FUTURE: RICE  UNIVERSITY TURNS 
 TO ONLINE LEARNING”  and  “INDIA'S ONLINE-LEARNING AN  INVESTMENT 
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 WINDFALL, SOLIDIFYING 'INTERACTIVE U' FORECAST FORECAST IN 
 TRENDS JOURNAL.” 

 The  Journal  ’s report pointed to New York University,  which claims to teach 10 
 percent of the country’s dentists. The average student at the school can expect 
 to pay out $572,000 during the four-year program and pull in about $82,000 a 
 year two years after graduation. NYU is no outlier. The American Dental 
 Association told the paper that the average graduate owed about $305,000. 

 The report also said the median debt load for new chiropractors and 
 veterinarians was, on average, about $200,000. In 2020, the median chiropractor 
 can expect to pull in $77,000, veterinarians made $99,000 and dentists 
 $162,000. 

 TRENDPOST:  It wasn’t always like this in America.  Back in the 1970s when 
 Baby Boomers were flooding college campuses (especially among boys to get a 
 draft deferment so they would not have to go fight the Vietnam War), tuition and 
 fees cost $1,562, a year. And since 1990, the average tuition and fee rates have 
 increased 130 percent after adjusting for inflation, according to the Education 
 Data Initiative. 

 We note this to emphasize not only how those among the top of the money class 
 can afford an education in America ... but how cost increases do not equate with 
 added value. Indeed, dental, veterinarians and chiropractors are not being taught 
 130 percent more than students were in 1990. Yet, this hard fact is totally 
 ignored. 

 Indeed, while the cost of learning has skyrocketed, considering the 
 socioeconomic decline of America, it costs much more to learn a lot less. 
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 RADIOACTIVE NUCLEAR WASTE, FUKUSHIMA, CHERNOBYL GOOD. COAL 
 BAD 

 In the push for climate change, countries 
 across Europe are looking to go nuclear 
 power to end their reliance on coal and gas 
 from Russia for energy, according to a 
 report. 

 Countries like Poland, Britain, and France 
 have all expressed interest in building nuclear power stations in their 
 clean-power effort,  The New York Times  reported. The  paper said more than half 
 of the countries in Europe plan to build new reactors that will cost a “fraction of 
 the price of standard nuclear plants.” 

 The report said supporters say the key selling point is the price tag and safety 
 standards of the new facilities. These plants are expected to cost about $3 
 billion to build, compared to conventional nuclear plants that can cost about $25 
 billion. 

 They also say that solar panels and wind farms will not provide enough energy. 

 Kirsty Gogan, a member of Britain's Nuclear Innovation Research and Advisory 
 Board, told the paper that nuclear power will be going “mainstream.” 

 “This is a critical decade and I think we’re going to see real change,” she said. 

 The  Trends Journal  has reported on the rise of nuclear  power as countries try to 
 turn away from fossil fuels. (See  “FRANCE EARMARKS  BILLIONS FOR 
 NUCLEAR AND ‘GREEN’ ENERGY; INVESTORS BULLISH ON URANIUM,” 
 “AHOY! NUCLEAR POWER MINI-PLANTS ARE FLOATING YOUR WAY,”  and 
 “UPDATE: CHINA READY TO LAUNCH NEW NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY.”  ) 
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 Not all countries in Europe agree that nuclear power is the answer. 
 Germany—citing the disaster at Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster in 2011—is 
 concerned about more reactors on the continent and the radioactivity that could 
 be produced, the paper reported. 

 Berlin’s Green Party has been critical of a project in Poland and said if there was 
 an accident it would contaminate Germany. The report pointed out that it could 
 take 10 smaller plants to produce the power of one standard facility. 

 There is also concern that it could take a decade before these facilities will be up 
 and running due to regulations. 

 The countries in favor of nuclear power want the EU to consider investments in 
 nuclear power as a “sustainable” investment so there could be new investments 
 in the technology. 

 The World Wide Fund for Nature has said that classifying nuclear as sustainable 
 “would allow the greenwashing of billions of euros of financing for these 
 activities, despite the high emissions from fossil gas and the radioactive waste 
 produced by nuclear power,” CNBC reported. 

 One new plant could power one million homes, the report said. 

 Henning Gloystein, director for energy, climate and resources at consultancy 
 group Eurasia, told CNBC in an email that “the core problem for critics is that 
 there is no solution for long-term storage of nuclear waste. All current solutions 
 are temporary.” 

 TRENDPOST:  French President Emmanuel Macron has been  a top proponent of 
 the need to "take risks" in order to achieve success in his plans; absent was any 
 mention by the Presstitutes and Macron of the risk of another Chernobyl, Three 
 Mile Island or Fukushima. 

 He's earmarked a billion Euros for "disruptive innovation," which includes 
 designing small nuclear reactors with "improved waste management." 
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 This might allude to the nuclear technology that uses thorium as fuel instead of 
 uranium; see  "NUCLEAR POWER ON THE RISE"  (19 Sep 2018)  and  "A NEW 
 PATH TO CLEAN NUCLEAR ENERGY"  (13 Oct 2020). 

 It is said that thorium is in many ways far safer than uranium, and the waste it 
 produces doesn't present the disposal challenges of nuclear waste from 
 uranium, nor does it lend itself to being re-processed into nuclear weapons. 
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 TRENDS IN HI-TECH SCIENCE 

 By  Ben Daviss 

 IMPLANTED ARTIFICIAL KIDNEY PERFORMS LIKE THE REAL THING 

 At the University of California San Francisco, scientists have successfully tested 
 an implantable artificial kidney that not only works like the natural organ but that 
 also doesn’t require anti-rejection drugs. 

 In the device, blood is filtered through silicon membranes that remove waste. 
 The blood then flows into a bioreactor of engineered cells that skims out 
 nutrients, electrolytes, and other useful compounds and returns them to the 
 bloodstream. What’s left becomes urine. 

 The silicon membranes also shield the bioreactor from the patient’s immune 
 system, which otherwise would attack the engineered cells and spur the body to 
 reject the new arrival. 

 Conventional organ transplants rely on a steady stream of drugs to quell the 
 rejection. 
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 The device connects through tubes to an artery bringing blood to the kidney, to 
 another artery taking the filtered blood back out, and to the bladder. 

 The artificial kidney works on blood pressure alone and needs no mechanical 
 pump to move fluids through it. 

 The research team had developed each of the bionic kidney’s two parts 
 separately. Now they have been able to integrate them into a single, smoothly 
 working unit. 

 TRENDPOST:  As many as seven million people worldwide,  including an 
 estimated 800,000 in the U.S., have end-stage kidney disease requiring a 
 transplant or dialysis, an invasive, mechanical blood-cleaning process typically 
 requiring four hours, three times weekly, at designated centers. 

 In the U.S., the approximately 100,000 people needing a kidney transplant wait 
 as long as four years for a suitable tissue-matched donated organ to appear. 
 Many die before the right match comes along. 

 An artificial implantable kidney will abolish wait times and not only save lives, but 
 also erase the average $72,000 annual cost for a typical dialysis patient and 
 return those patients to productive lives. 

 Photo Credit: The University of California San Francisco’s prototype artificial 
 kidney; The University of California San Francisco 

 MICROPLASTICS INVADE THE BRAIN, STUDY SHOWS 

 Microplastics—the small-to-invisible 
 granular decay from plastic containers and 
 packaging—literally cover the Earth, from the 
 depths of the ocean to atop the Himalayas 
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 (  “1,000 Tons of Plastic Dust Falls on National Parks Each Year,”  28 Jul 2020). 

 Researchers have long known that these microscopic bits lodge in sea 
 creatures’ bodies, weakening muscle structures, impairing cognition in crabs, 
 and disrupting fishes’ reproductive systems. 

 Humans’ bodies also are rife with microplastics, as we reported in  “Drinking the 
 Bottle Along With The Water,”  (10 Jul 2019). 

 Now a study of mice at South Korea’s Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of Science 
 and Technology has found that the particles can cross the blood-brain barrier, 
 the brain’s last defense against toxins. 

 The researchers fed the rodents small amounts of microplastics no bigger than 
 two micrometers in diameter—about 12 thousandths of an inch—for seven days. 

 After a week, the particles had agglomerated around the brains’ microglial cells, 
 which clean waste from the central nervous system. 

 The granules hampered the microglial cells’ ability to reproduce and hastened 
 their death, the study found. 

 In an additional lab test dosing human microglial cells with the same plastic bits, 
 the researchers saw changes in the cells’ physical structures. The cells also 
 were impaired in their ability to express genes normally, to field antibodies, and 
 also underwent early death. 

 TRENDPOST:  Pledges by Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, and other  soft-drink makers to 
 use recycled plastic in their bottles is a granule in the ocean. More than 90 
 percent of plastic containers are trashed instead of recycled, eventually leaching 
 microplastics into soils, groundwater, wildlife, and our food. 

 Research and development of plastics that decompose into nontoxic substances 
 is progressing but still far from commercialization. 
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 Until that technology matures, the best way to minimize microplastic toxicity is 
 still to avoid direct or indirect contact with plastics as much as possible and 
 recycle the plastic bottles, containers, and packages you can’t avoid. 

 NEW LITHIUM BATTERY DESIGN COULD CHARGE EVs TEN TIMES 
 FASTER 

 At the Netherlands’ University of Twente, 
 scientists have taken yet another step 
 towards relieving a major worry of drivers 
 thinking about owning an electric 
 vehicle—waiting around for 20 or 30 
 minutes at a public charging station while 
 your EV fuels up. 

 No matter that a typical EV can run for two days or more on an overnight charge 
 at home; the idea of being stranded far from an outlet in a dead EV looms large 
 on drivers’ list of fears about owning an electric car or truck. 

 That’s where Twente’s innovation steps in. 

 The anode terminal in conventional EV lithium batteries is usually made of 
 graphite, but that can break down under fast charging rates. 

 Engineers have been testing materials shot through with nanopores, which 
 expose more of the lithium-containing liquid electrolyte to the terminal’s material, 
 which cuts charging time. 

 However, the pores in these materials have random structures, allowing lithium 
 to build up in the channels and weaken the batteries’ performance. 

 Also, making the materials typically requires harsh chemicals and leaves a good 
 deal of hazardous waste. 
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 At Twente, researchers tested a material called nickel niobate, made up of 
 nickel, oxygen, and niobium, a rare earth metal found mainly in Brazil. 

 The material has a regular and open structure to its nanopore channels, allowing 
 a battery’s electrolyte to flow quickly and freely during charging, and in lab tests 
 reduced charging times by tenfold—from 20 minutes to two, for example. 

 The developers see initial applications for electric trucks and other hard-duty 
 vehicles needing quick charges to meet a schedule. 

 TRENDPOST:  Within five years, new battery and charging  cable designs (  “New 
 Cable Could Slash EV Charge Times,”  23 Nov 2021) will  reduce EV charge times 
 at public stations to the same as it takes to pump a tankful of gas. 
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